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The Russian r_evolution was a great disaster for the. social:tst m~~emento 
Initially, o·f course, i t was a powerful shot in the arm for sociali_sts 
everywhere. Previously they had been talking about the possibility of a . 
socialist society (though, admittedly, they tried hard and long to prove it 
-a sientific certainty). Now, for the first time, they were able to point. to 
the reality. Socialism had arrived in Russia and.now it only remained to 
imita.te i t elsewhere.. But as time paased .i t became- increasingly obvious tria t 
something had gone wrong wi th the r-evoâutd.on , Inst.ead of being the_ inspir'ine 
image of our own future, Russia gradu~lly. turned in to a squalid c'l.aas-œâdden 
dictatorship. As purge followed purge, and bureaucrate a'LLocat.ed bhemae Lvee 
the best food and housine, the socialist movement in the West floundered as 
it sought for explanations for what had gone wrong in Russia. 

·., 
There were, of course, and still are, those who found the idea that socialism 
did really exist so attractive that they could not believe the evidençe of , 
decay. People who wrote glowing articles on the· meëhanisation of agrièul~ure (1) 
whilst old Bolsheviks screamed in cellars. People who to this day will not , . 
believe the • stories • of I petit bourgeois' cynics ~ These peopf.e ëµ'e like the ... 
flat earth socïèty, or fanatics of the Bermuda Triangle. ,Thosè who wànt to ·· 
believe enough will find ways of ignoring all the evidence. Arguing with 
such people is theréfore an unnecessary exertion. 

However, amongst those socialists who do wish to.maintain some contàct.with 
reality, the debate continues ·to rage over what went wrong. Why should a 
revolution led by dedicated Marxists have pro9-uccd a degenerate state where. 
officials are dedicated to the secure position and the foreign currency_shops'? 
Two explanations seem to be the most plausible. The first, put forward by 
Trotsky, and his subsequent followers, cames .down to this: no amount .of 
dedication on behalf of the communists could offset the dreadful weï°ght of.the 
materialhandicaps. In such a·backward country, beset.by civiJ war _on all 

- side$,·with its proletarian flower destroyed in battle, degeneration wa:s 
unavoidable. Perhaps if Lenin had lived, or if Trotsky had replac_ed h im at 
the helm, things might have been different - but such things were 'not to be. 
As Tony Cliff puts it: 

11'enin certainly did not call for a dictatorship of the party over the 
proletari.a:t, even leas for that of a bureaucratd.sed party over a decdmabed 
proleta:riat-." But fate - the desperate condition of a revolut'ion fn a • 1 , 

b~ckward country besieged by world capitalism - led to precisely thiso-1 (2) 

And, as Trotsky tells- us , it was this 1fate1 (3) that, necessitated a aecond, 
revolution to rid _Russia of the bureaucratie usµrp~r.s. · · ·· .. 

'The proletariat of a backward country was fated to âccomplish the first 
socialist revolution. For th:i,.s historie privilege, i t muat , according to 
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all evidences, pay with a second supplementary revolution - against bureaucratie 
absolutism.' (4) 

Thùs, aç:cording;to the Trotskyists, it was hard material factors su.ch as the 
backwardness and isolation of the young Soviet,state which resulted in the 
tragic degeneration of the revolutiono An alternative explanation of events 
in RÎlssia--is-·pPovided by the--ana-r-cp:ists --who-...seé-th.e..-prime_ caus..a . .aL.the. . ..... 
revolution's failure in the flase ideology of the Bolshevikso Their argument., 
lias the.. great advantage that i t was not cons tz-uc ted to explain events after 
they tookplace.but was formula.ted_before and during the revolution. . 
~archistp had always gone in for·dire predictions of what would happen if the 
Marxists atteinptèd:to tak~ over _the state instead of smashing it at the first 
opportunityo The theory wa9 that Narxi8ts 'did not represent the working class 
at all; they represen'j:;ed no-one but themselves - a new class of intellectualsd 
This class might mouth revolutionary. slogans dur i.ng the period of its coming 
to power (just as the bourgeoisie had done) but once it had gaineci control 
of the,.sta~e ~t would quickly drop all pretence and. institute a dictatorship 
more feprehensible than what had gone before. Bakunin himself had said, in 
1872, that the Marxist dictatorship of the proletariat: 

• ••• would be the rule of scientific intellect, the most autocratie, the most 
despotic, the most arrogant. and the most contemptuous of all regimes. There 
will_be a new class, a new hierarchy of genuine or sham savants, and the · 
,worid wi,11.be divided into a domi_nant mi.nord ty in the name of science, and 
an immen.Ge 'ignoraIJ.t majority.' (5) 

Thj.s argument was taken up by a number of the ariarchists ·in Russia at the 
time of 'the revolution. Whilst Gome anarchists throughout the world were 
for co-operating with the Bo'Lshev iks , (6)_ others like Sergven (7) 
were positive that, though the Bolsheviks did not set out to creatc a new 
class system,. this was precisely what they were achievingo Sergven recorded ~ 
in 1918 that: 

'The proletariat is gradually being enserfed by the stat~o The people are ~ 
being transformed.into servants over whom there has risen a new class of 
administra tors.,;,. a new c Lasa borri mà.inly "îrërtf .. thé womb of the . so-call:ed ~- ... 
intelligentsia. Isnit this merely a new·class system looming on the revolution- 
ary horizon'?' (8) · · 

And he was qui te .sure of the cause of thts ènserfment: 

'We do not mean to say o•• that the Bolshevik party set out to create a new 
class system. But we do say tha.t even the best intentions and aspirations 
must inevitably be smashed against the evils inhcrent in any system of 
centralised power.' (9). . · · 

V 

In oth.er words, unless cerrtr-a'l.i.aed at at e power . is des tr-oyed on the eve of 
the revolution that revolution is doomed to create a new class system which 
very _probably .will be worse than that whi_ch it replaccd. 

Thus the two most plausible explanatioris for the failure of the revolution 
seem to be directly opposed to one anothQr:o On the one hand we have the 
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Trotskyists who, being Marxists, see the cause of the failure in the 
'material circumstances' such as Russian backwardness and the civil war. 
The Bolsheviks had, it appears, understood Marxism and applied it correctly 
and yet were faced with events beyond their control whi~h conspired to . 
defeat themo Consequently the revolutionàry theory and party structure put· .. 
forward by Lenin remain,.according to this school of thought, adequate 'to this 
day. On the other hand we have the anarchi.s ta , who argue that it was .. precisely . 
this revolutionary theory and party structure. which were the cause 'ôf.. the 
bureaucratisation of Russia. · 

I find neither argument entirely satisfying. It .is undoubtedly true that the 
Bolsheviks did face difficult conditions when they assumed power in a 
backward country. But this will, at least according to Lenin, always be 
the case. He informa us that: 

• ••• those who believe that socialism can be built at a time of peace and .. 
tranquility are profoundly mistaken: it wiÏl everywhere be built at a tiril~ 
of disruption, at a time of famine o ' ( 10) · · ' ' · 

This stands to reasono Revolution by its very nature involves disruptiori.and 
civil war (though not necessarily famine). If a party organised on Bolshevik 
lines cannot withstand a period of disruption without degenerating into a 
bureaucratie mono'l i th then clearly such a form of party organisation must ·'· 
be avoided at all costs. Moreover, if a party organised on Bolshevik lines .. 
cannot successfully lead a revolution in a:backward country with a small 
proletariat then perhaps the Mensheviks were right all along. The alternative 
for Marxists would appear to be clear - either they accept the outrâgeously 
timid conclusion of the Mensheviks and admit that revolutio~s.cannot.9,emade 
in backward countries or they recognise that the Trotsky'is.t.-explanat101:1:. of' 
the degeneration of the Russian revolution just won I t do'.·• 

The anarchist explanation, at its most crude, is similarly unsatisfying. 
;Are we really to believe that the Bolshevil: party were en masse only 
: interested iri revolution for the sole purpose of getting their grubby hands-'; 
on state power so that they could insti tu te .the rule of; a new class1 It· is., '. 
only necessary to look at the record to see that the vast majority of these 

. people were motivated by a conviction that they were building sQc;ial:i,.sm .. 
rather than by such naked self-interesto (11) One has r.:.erely to consider 
the foul experiences of Lenin's life, particularly in the years after the 

•1905 revolution to see that such notions are suspecta (12) Nevertheless 
there is one fundamental strength to the anarchist caS8n It points to errors 

: in the theory and practice of Bolshevism itself, it says that no matter how 
, hone~t: ~~e-,B6l?hevilf13: may -have been they could still have been :9bjectively 
. speaking' tà.itors· to 'the worker-s , It turns our attention to th·e undoubted +rutb 
(or at least it ought not to be doubted by anyone with the least semblance 
of anopen.mind) that the. theories of those who lead Russia from workers 
control to Stalinism must be suspect. 

It is these theories which I propose to putto the test in this pamphlet. 
It is too often taken for granted that we know what the Bolsheviks stood 
for and what they set out to do. Unfortunately many commonly held ideas 
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,• ... 
about what · the Bo'Iehevfks intended ·to cneat e 'in Russia -don" t .sur.vi:1iè câoae · 
analysis. Before w.e ean dd ecoven what went wr-ong in Ruas i.a we need to knowv 
from their·own:rn.ouths··exactly what. the. Bo l.shevâks proposed to- ·,d'0·,.on comd.ng ·· 
to 'power , Exactly wha:t, was the .party structure put forward by :.them?. What ··· 
form .shouâd the. rev:olution take acccr-d ing to them'? Wha t kind: of. s'ociecy did 
they set -out to. er-eabe and why did they · fail'? · 

(,. '-y 

In order to answer these questions I believe it is particularly useful to 
take ·a fresh look at the id.eas . of. the unquee td.oned ·leader of the Bo Lshevâke , . . . 

V.Io Lenin, iri the period before the October revolutiori. In particùlar ,; 
I am interested in his statedideas on the kind of ecoriomy, state-and :party 
structure which he considered appropriate for Russia. · (13): For it is -Ln 
his writings on_these subjects that we find some fascinatiug insights into 
the thinking. (14) of the leader of the ;f;irst ever · revolution to be made by · .. 
people, calling themselves socio.lists •. Moreover we find.:some .insights into-.: ;,_ ... 
why that revolution failed. 1 : . · 

-----'------~-----· ' 

=;= n li E. : ·. \\j{))·r:~ ~L-~· E-- ~>' t~ ~ li 1'~=î . !=· - \\-f'\/' l '"11 ·'\,: Ll__ , cf ~-1. , 
!Il~ ' ~-\\1~, l\~~t· 

10'PPOSIT!ON 
t~ fully ..;,,dtàted accotlll.t,~ the ailti-bureauCratic st:t'llggle of 1919,!920 
1within_.the .f{ussian Bolshevik Party, 80 pages, c. rrently 7.5P~ 

~is and a. full - range 0~ other books and pamphl~ts ç.1'6 .available from. 
1olidarity (London), c/o 123 La.thorn Road, London E.6 
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If we listen to certain academics we would end up believing that Lenin was 
· · aiining to' cr-ea+e an anarclri.at . society in Rusafa., One particular pamphlet 
by Lenin:, •The State and Revoâutrion ' ,· which was written in 1917, is cited 
as evâdence of his anarchist· stance. According to Adam Ulam for instance: 

That unfortunate pamphlet is almost a straightforward profession of 
anarchism.' (1) 

Payne even seems genuinely afz-a'i.d of the I primitive radicalism' of the book · .. 
and he thinks that: 

1 ••• there is nothi-ng in the 'Leas t amusing in The State and Revolution;: ;,~.-: 
with its primitive, anarchist v i.sf.on of a world saved from perdition.·py :· ï. 
the total destruction of all authority.1 (2) · 

The •total destruction of all authority' certainly sounds like good-anarchist. 
stuff of the cloak ·and bomb variety and indêed there were anarchists. at 
the time who felt that the Bolsheviks a.e a whole were moving strqngly 
towards anarchism in 1917. For instance, an anarchist called Solntsev 
felt that the 'comrade Bolsheviks' had retreated step by step frqm Marxism 
and was confident 'that this process would cont Lnue , As he put it·::.-- 

- - 
1We haven•t the slightest doubt that the houris not far off when the 
Bolsheviks will finally abandon their obsolete position and corne over and 
fight a'Longad.de the anarchists.' (3) 

Even amongst those who had recently been Bolsheviks themselves there'.were 
some who w~r.e sur-e _tp._a:!; Len~n had ·gone ·over· ·to~·the anarchists •. The.-ex:~,: i ~;,_ 
Bo.Lshertlk Goldenberg, for instance, wrofë :· . 

· 'Lenin has now made himself a candidate for one European throne thatdn.as., ,1 

been vacant for thirty years - the throne of Bakunin!' (4) 

Unfortunately there is no evidence whatsoever to support the .. contention .v: 
that Lenin was adopting an anarchist position in 19170 He himself would 
have been grossly· irtsultédiby" the- su-ggestion:o. He says in State and Revol.utiont. 
itself that anarcho.:.syndiëalism is ··'but.-the· twin br-o thei- of opportunism.•.,,..(5),-· 
A strange atatement indeed if we are to take Lenin as an anarchist! In .. r 
fact Lenin remained firmly within the Marxist, rather than the anarchist, 
traditïori·thrbughout·1917"0 ffe'went'out·or h i.è way·.··to backup much of what· 
he said by . ierigthy: quoteis-- f'r-om Marx and Engels. · He ··was qui te oppoaed to: ! 

·, the anar-chf.àt': notion· that the' state: must be instantly ·destroyed;. He argued . ,·· 
that instead' ·the spec:Î:al repressi ve · force. of ,the ·state mus t: -be used .bo s,,.: ,: 
crush the power-: ()f: the 'bOùrgéoisie-, .just -ita the. bouz-gcdzri,e .had- pre;viou:sly , 
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used it to crush the proletariato According to him: 

••• 'the special repressive force' fol" the suppression of the proletarîat by 
the bougeoisie, of millions of toilera by handfuls of the rich, must be replaced 
by a 'special. repressive force' for the suppression of the bourgeoisie by the 
pr-o'Le tar-Lat (thé' dictatorship of the Pr'o'Le tar-La t )" (6) . 

. ' . 

Whereas 'fue ~1d: s ta.te had b:~éri' used t o con+r-o L thé vas t majori ty of :the· :p6pul'a't 
ion, 1:;}Î~· nëw sta.te' wôuld find i t . necesaary to exercise its r-epr-eea'i ve power-s .. 
over a small minori ty of the popu'Lat Lon, Consequently the new pr-o Le tar-Lan s+abe 
would have a much eas±ér task and would begin t o wi ther awa.y' imme.dia:t'ely ~ 
He wrote that: 

' •• ~according ta Marx the pr-o'Letar-Laf needs only a state that is wi thering 
away, ioe. astate so constituted that it begins to wither away immediately, 
and cannot .tut wither ~way.' (7) 

And when Lenin says •according to Marx' he takes it as self-evident.'that he 
himself agrees wi th the statement which · fo LLowe, 

There ··is· then,' accor-dting to Lemin, a ·qU:ite ci~a,r period of transition bef~re 
the emergence of a· fully commurri.s b' society. At firsf the pr-o.Le tar-â.at captures. 
state power and institutes the dictatorship of the pro·~etariat but rapidly · 
the state i13 found to be supe~fluous iri more and more àreas and a' stateless, 
fully cornmuniét society is achieved.He· describes the natureof both the corri 
munist society and the transition period in some detail in State arid.Revolution. 
It is only when he is describing the communist society tha:t .Lenin's l:!tatements 
sound anything like anarchisril. In this soc:i.,ety subordination, violence and the 
state itself will no longer·exîst. When it.has been created: 

1 ••• the need for violence against people in general, for subordination of one 
man to another, and of one section 6f the population lo another, will 'lfanish 
al togethér since peop.Le will become ·acèustomed to ohserving the eLement ar-y :·· 
conditions of social life without violence and without subordination.; (8) 

- e 
At this stage in the evo'Lut.Lon of human society, as 'pecpl.e aocuat.om themselves 
to behaving in a socialist manner , there w:Üi be "no need for law or governmen t, 

1Under sdciaiism all wili govern ïn . turn and w.ill soon become accus tomed _tq 
no qne. governirig~T'T9) . . . 

.. 

Alf this high1y ·aesirable stuff is however' firmly p'Laced 'in the future: On 
the eve of the r-evo lu+Lon , and dur mg the per-Lod which follows i t ,' ·socïe't;y. 
will look ··very 'differerit O . . 

It is this part 'of the··theory that is··of par-Hcu Lar' 'intérèàt ·to latter-day 
socià.list~. Lerri.n wrote about 'th:e nature· of the trarlsitiqnal· sàc:ièty on . 
numer-oua'Ioccas i.ona in 1917. Sinc'e _lie f'avour-ed â :'tàkeover o.f 'powèr- this was 
clearly:·.an isstie of imrnediâte irriportance'·to ·him.- ·It hi also important for .. ,, 
us,because it is in these writings that we .can discover what Lenin intended 
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to ·do once the revolution had succeededo lf we wish .to know why the revol~~~on 
was euoh a disastrous failure rthen obviously it .. is: important to know what . · · · · 
direction this key figure thought the revolution ought to takë~ 

The first thing that strikes the reader is the extreme degree of democracy 
which Lenin thought to be possible in a proletarian stateo He believed that 
democracy would be introduced ' ••• as fully and consistently as is at all_ ., 
conceivableo.~' (10) .. during the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat •. 
This democracy was not though t of as being of the old bourgeois type, but. 
would be rnuch more thoroughgoing than anything which had.previously been 
expez-Lenced , . 

'All ·officials, without exception, elected and subject to recall at. any time.,.,. 
their se Lard ea reduced to the level of ordinary 'workmen's wages' -· these ': . ::. 
simple and I self-evident' democratic measures, while completely uni ting · · · · 
the interestsof the workers and the majority of the peasants, at the same 
time serve' as a bridge leading from capitalism to socialismo' (11) 

This presents a very different picture of Lenin's thought to that 1which is 
commonly put forward. Whilst some academics want us to believe that Lenin 
sufîe:fed a temporary fit of anarchist allegiance in 1917, others would have 
it that he 'had dictatorial ambitions--from his youth. What, for example, 
~e we :t'ô make of the comment.s of John Keep whcn he boldly states that: 

.,, . 

'Lenin held - quite reasonably, as one may think - that ordinary working 
men would never make the kind of rcvolution he wanted if thçy were lef~ to 
their_own resources, but had to be cajoled or coerced into doing so.' (12) 
.. , '.!·:. ·.: 
ir"'.'""ï:;rtj;;::h~ld:'that ordinary working men could nevar make .a ;èvolutioµ tJ::).e~:. 
how could he have believed that a few simple democratic rqe~ures .would·s~:rve· 
as a bridge leading to socialism? We are further told by Keep that since · · 
Lenin thought-that the proletariat were no use as _an eng~ne of social 
pregresa he f'ound it necessary to substitute for-th~m:-.. .;, 

'.~-~à_:: sma11 · elite ,of professional revolutionaries, possessed of .. superior 
theorètical insight and practical experience, who,for this.J,?eRSon,were well 
fi tted to provd.dè.. leadership for the workers o' ( 13) · , , , - ... 

This is a corn.mon accusation and an important one. Both right-wing ~~ade~ibs 
and ana.r-chist:siwith the moet; excellent left-wing cred~ntials are incl:tn.ed 
to th'ink ·that ·Lenin was • a·t hear-t: -an authori tarian who be Li.eved in the· 
dictat~rship- of the- party and nc:iF"ô:t.·· thë · pro'Le tar-Lat , Thii:; _ accusation Ls 
based on, 'the ·evidence .of,,,a book· written in 1902, called,J)!Jhat· .is to Be Done î ! 
in which I,;emi.:~:J?.~X.fi; __ §9.Il_l~ :._'y'~ry strange things for a socialist:. ( 14) . . : , 
It appears, frorn what Lenin says here, that the working èla.ss·:·are a bit dumb. 
really and are only capable of understanding certain lirnited areas of 
struggle anch ae tha·,st:ttu'ggle for hd.gher- wages. As the quote _-qa.ually goes:: 

'o •• the working class is able to develop only t:rmde union consciousness ~ ~.,,\_; ':- 
t: : ~ ; .... ; '. t; 

They have to be led by.. the wiser -party rnembers if ·t.hey are to engage. in, ,fllo:r:e: 
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:., .. ~- 
significant struggles and, inake the revolutioh. That at least is what it appears 
that Lerrin is saying here. Unfortunately for us what he is actùally saying 
here is r-ather inore complex. . . 

.,. 

********* ****'* 
'What is to be Done?' was wri tten prdmar-LLy as ·an at tack upon whaf is known 
as economi.am ( the theory that abstract 'poli tics 1 'are foreign to the working 
class and that socialists should concentrate on bread and butter issues 
such as wages and conditions if they wished to make a revolution). In _the 
course· of-·thiE! at tack .Lenin wrote at Leng th upon how' the conecâousneas of 
the working class develops and the role of the party in developing·this 
consciousness. iie further set out in some detail the type of party organisation 
which was appropr Lat e to _Russia. · 

His theory wos that the workers were driven by their own experience to fight 
their employers by forming trà.de unions and by forcing the·government to pass 
laws wh_icl'). would ease the trade union struggle. Wi thou t' outside help, bhough.,': 
their str'L\ggle woU:ld net go beyond these limits~ As the full quote :goe$:·· 

'The hi.story of all countries shows that the workf.ng- c Lasa ,' exclusively by 
its own effort, is able to develop only trade union consciousness, ioeo, the 
conviction that it is necessàry ·to combine in unions, fight the employers, 
and str1ve to compel the government to pass necessary labour legislatiôn etco'15 

Lenin emphasised this when he wrotc: 

'Cliis~( poli tical conec i.ousneas can 'be br-ough t to the workers only from wi thou t, 
that is, only from oütside the economic struggle, from outside the sphere of. 
relations between workers and employers.' (16) 

But this does not mean that Lenin thought that the workers were incapable of 
thinking of anything more wideranging than the struggle against their employers. 
He considered it of vital importance that they should be taught to go further. 
It was the task of the Social Democrats (the old name for the Russian socialists) 
to convert the workers' spontanoous urge to become involvcd in trade union 
polit~cs into a much wider understanding of the nature of capitalism. 
According to Lènin: 

•·! 

e 
e 

'The task of the Sociai-Democrats ••• is not exhausted by political agitàtion 
on an economic basis; their task is to convert trade-unionist poli tics into 
Soc_ial-Democratic poli tical struggle, to utilise the sparks of poli tical · · 
consciousness which the economic struggle generates·among the worke:rs, for· 
the purpose of raising the workers to the level of Social Democratic political 
conacd.ousness ! (17) ··.;, 

If i t was t-d· make · this change in workitig class conacf.ousneas' the party wou.Ld · 
have to train leaders who would teach the masses how to conduct the political 
struggleo As he puts it: . . 

1ooothe masses will never learn to conduct the political struggle until we 
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help to. tj'..ain .leaders for this strugg;le_, . b.oth from among the. enlightened 
workers à.nd.from_the intellectuals~' Ç18) 

This asaagns a ni~jor role to the· party, for· wi thout i t there can be no 
politièal struggle and hence no revolution •.. If this Ls true then it follows 
that the nature of. the party is of vital. imp'orto.nce. Accord i.ng to ·Lenin, 
the party in autoèratic Russiashould be made up primarily of professional . 
re·volutionaries.(19) At the rend.of the organisation there had to be a stable 
group of leaders.who would.maintain continuity. The. existence ,of this organis 
ation would not,do away with the need for mass working class activity - on 
the èontrary, :i:,ènin thought that it would enable the masses to participate 
in the political.struggle with the minimum of risk since they would be acting 
under the direction of experienced revolutionaries who would be trained as 
thoroughly as the police. (20) He summarised his ideas in .the follO,}'ling 
words: .· 

'I assert: 1). that no revolutionary movement can endure without a stable 
organisation of leaders maintaining continuity; 2). that the broader the 
popular ma$S drawn spontaneously into the struggle, which forms the basis of 
the movement 'and participa tes. in. i t' the more urgent. the need, for such. ... an 
organi~ation, and the more solid this organîsation must.be '(forit is much 
easier .f'or all sorts of, demagogues to. side track · the- rnor-e backward se~Jionp 
of the masses); 3). that.such:.p,11 organisation.must consist chiefly of people 
professionally engaged in rèvoiutionary activity; 4). that in an autocratic 
state, the more we confine the. member.ship of such an organisation .to people 
who are professiq:r;ially.· engaged in r-evo lutdonary, activi ty and who have been 
professionally trained in the art of combat i.ng the politï'cai police,. the mor-e 
difficult will it be to unearth the organdaatâonj. and 5). _the g:reater will be 
the number Of peopl.e fr.am the. working class and fr.~m the. othe:r .. social_ classes 
who will. be able :~?-jpin the movement and per-f'orm active work,-.:fo .i t~' .(21). 

Thus.the purpose.ofLenin's organisation of professional revolutionaries was 
not, as. he saw i t., to .I_'estrict. the participation of the wor},cers:, i t was to 
pz-ov ide. the w,ork.ers.with the leadership which Lenin felt .they must have if 
they were t'a. ·a.chieve thE!ir full,.potential. The masaea oou Ld no t hcwever 
choose .thedz- oim Leader-s. as mat ter s. stood in Russia becauae an election 
.ccul.d not; be.held w~htout, pubJ.icity· and publiç).ty· wou Ld produc.e arrests. 
As he says: . . . ·.: :,: . . . 

10nly ~ incorrigipie· :utop;ian ~oµld;. have a b;oad organisation of workers, 
with elections, reports, urriver-aal, suffrage, e+c , , under the autocracy. 1 (22) 

The party1s repres.entatives in. each dis'~rict. ~oulci therefore have to be 
appointea. from the centre. ' 

The picture which emer-ges frqm the· book '.1Whàt is .t o be Done.?' is that the 
party was according to Leniri.,·a supremoly· important agent in the revolutionary 
process. Without the party the revolution could not be made. Without strong 
stable leadership the party its.elf woulc;l be. inef:t:ec;tive. When he had succeeded 
in putting into practice mariy of t:he ideas of 'What is to be Done?' he 
declared that: · 
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•Now we have become ?Il organised Party, a~d t~~s impies the_ establis~ment 
of authority, · ·the transformation of the power of ideas into _the power of· 
authority, the subordination of lower Party bodies to higher ones.• (23) 

.. 

This conviction that lower Party bodies wer-e subject +o the àuthority of · 
higher ones was to remain central to Lenin's thinking throughout his_ life. 
When combâned wi th an equally strong conviction that the democr-at Ic election 
of _thesè higher bodies would be, so long as the autocracy was in exi.s tence , 
a, •useless and harmful toy' this was a highly dangerous posi t i.on , _The 
revolution becomes a fragile flower dependent upon the leadership of a few 
talented men of no-one's choosing but themselveso In his own .words:. 

1oooWithout the 1dozen1 tried and talented_leaders (and taiented men are 
not born_by the hundreds), professionally trained, schooled by long experience, 
and working in perfect harmony, no class in modern society can wage a · · ' 
determined struggleo1 (24) 

This is a grotesque statement for a socialist·to make. It has all the 
overtones of the smug Tory confidence that some were born to lead and others 
were made to f'o Ll.ow , It shows a marked lack of faith in the ability· of the '· 
•masses' to organise for themselves and to make the r-evo Iu t i.on , The whole 
revolut~on becomes dependent not ori the actions of workers but on·thè correct 
guidan?~·of a small clique of professional revolutionaries. 

Here .. w~ ·have an apparently wholly different picture of Lenin's thought to 
that which_ we gaân by reading 1s'tate and Revolution' .--That book gave us 
an image of him as a sU:preme democrat with great faith in the abilities of . . . 
the masses. 'What is to be Done'?' gives us the image of an incorrigible 
authoritartan prepared to dispense with dcmocracy at the drop of a hat and 
with_ much less faith in the abf.Ldt i.ea of the maaees , It would aeem that either A 
Lenin was being inconsistent or he had undergone a complete change of heart. 9 
In fact tliere· i~ much les~ contradict_ion than th.ere appear-s to be at · first A 
sight. Len.in was rather l.ess of an authoritarian than a. supe:rficial reading 9 
of 'Wha.t is to be Done'?' would suggest and much more of one than a hasty 
look at 'State _a.IJ.d Revolution' would lead us to be Li.eve , He makes it qui te . 
clear in 'What is to be Done'?' that he is strongly in favour of the introduct- 
ion of party democracy once the party was legal and could meet in the open. 
He praises the German Social-Democrats for their use of party democracy to 
ensure that, _:the right leaders are in the right place. In Germany ho said: 

'i'Natural .seiec'tion11 by full publici ty' e Lec t i.on , and general corrtr-o'L 
pr-ov.i.dea the assurance that, in the last analysis, every poli tica_l f.igure 
will be "in his proper place",' do the work for which he is best fi_tted by 
his powers and abilities, feel the effects of his mistakes on himself, .. 
and prç,ve before all the world his ability to recognise mistakes and to 
avcd.d "them. 1 (25) · · 

What he is i:,ay~ng; ~l;ièri is fhat., when condi t i ona _permi tted ~ t :tô. be impleine:hf~a' 
party democnacy would exer t. a higl:ùy_ benef Icd.al. Lnf.Iuence over the Leadâng; 
figures in the party. In the meantime, unfortunately, i t would ~ave, .to be ' 
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put aside in favour of secrecy or else the Tsarist police would have a 
field dayo 

The idea that a trained centralised leadership would reduce the degree of 
infiltration by the police is in fact contradicted by the evidence from 
Russia. Police agents penetrated the highest party bodies of the Bolshevikso 
In 1910 a secret police agent beca.me head of the party's Moscow district 
organisationo The party's paper had from its foundation in 1912 two police 
agents on the edit9rial staffa One of them, Roman Malinovsky, became the 
leader of the party in the Duma ( the weak Ruas i.an parliament) and a member 
of the party's Central Committee. Only the 1917 revolution finally exposed 
Malinovsky. One can only conclude that a federal struct~re of autonomous 
groups of revolutionaries would have been far more difficult to penetrate 
and would have had much less . disastrous consequences o After .· all when, as 
happened to the Bolsheviks, à èomplete list of subscribers and contributors 
to the party's paper is passed to the police by a member·of the party's 
Central Committee, one can only conclude that a centralised party apparatus 
proved a positive danger. (26) If the masses need guidance from wise party 
le~ders; if the masses.cannot elect these le~ders because of the need for 
secreoy; and if the lower party bodies are to follow the istructions of 
these leaders, . then what happens when the highest party bodies are penetrated · 
by the police'? Clearly the danger is that once the centre of a centralised 
party is penetrated-then the whole organisation and·all its contacts is 
open to the scrutiny of the police. 

- - 
Despite these dangers Lenin never abandoned the idea that centralisation 
was the most efficient method of revolutionary organisation. He did however 
begin to realise that he had gone too far in stressing, the,_importance of 
correct party leadership as against the·natural inclinatio~s.of the proletariat. 
Under the influence of the upsurge of revolutionary activity in .1905 he 
began t.9 change his emphasis. Now he was asserting that: 

'The wo;rk:i,ng class is instii;ictively,· spontaneously Social-DemocratiCooo1 

But he could not avoid adding the rider: 

1oooand more than ten years of work put in by Social-Democracy has done 
a great deal to transform this spontaneity into consciousnesso' ((27) 

The first part of this statement shows that the cxperience of the 1905 . 
revolution had increased:his 1'aith in the workers' potentiai for self 
learning of socialism. The second part shows that he still felt the party 
had a,major role to.play in aiding the learning process. However, since 
the 1905 revolution had enabled the party to corne out more into the open, 
he now_ a.dvocated that the party should be much more democratic, writing that: 

• ••• the time.has come, or, in any case, is coming, when the elective 
principle can be applied in the Party organisation not in words only, but 
in deeds, notas a fine sounding but hollow phrase, but as a really new : 
principle which really renovates, extends and strengthens Party tieso1 (28) 
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· .. ~· .. · .. 
His actions in 1905 would seem to show that when he had talked about 
introducing democratic practices as soon as~ a çhang~ 9f. re9ime ma.de.:it 
practical he may-well ha-Ife meant what he eaid. Ue later ·boasted about the 
speed with which his party had adopted a democratic legal structure in 
1905 (though it should be pointed out that even after 1905 ho emphasised 
the importance of not liciuidating th~ illegal organisationo) (29) 
As he·,claimed in an article wri tten in _1917, even the disruption caused 
by the continuiJ:ig Bolshevik/Merishevik spli t had not been allowed to ,slow 
down· the implementation of democI'àc:y-: 

1Despite the split, the Social..:Dem6ciatic Party earlier than âny 6f the ' 
other =parties was able to take advaribage of the temporary epe LL of freedom 
to build a legal ·organisation with· an ~deal democratic s tructur-e ; .an · · 
electoral :system, and représentation _at congresses accdrding to the numbez- , 
of organiséd membere , 1 (30) · · · ·· · · 

In the·same article Lenin expressed réservations about ·the interpretation tha~ 
had been (and still is) put on some of his commente in. 1What is to be Done?" 
He stated that he found it necessary to 'exaggerat'e1· in that book so that 
he cou Ld get across the mèssage that what; was need'ed W?-5 AA o!'.ganisation 
of professional revolutionaries. (31) He· comp'Laâned t_hat what ·he had written. 
could not be ·taken out of its· cont ext , (32) He .describéd ''What is to be 'none·?' 
as 'controversial' (33) and said tho.t he never· hà:à. any intention of · 
elevating his comments about the relationship between spontanei ty and. 
conscdousness ·to· the level of 'apec i.al,' principles. (34) Çlearly then it . .· 
would be wroi:lg to over-emphasise ·the importance of Lenin's ideas as expressed 
in 'Wha-t is·to be Done'?' and oh the basis of that book alone to accuse him of 
substitÎiting"the party for the· c laes', (35) He had shown that he did :believe · 
in a form of party democracy when he considered that conditions made it 
possible. He had stressed that his comments about spontaneity and consciousness 
were not to be treated as special principleso He was to go even further •. 
By 1910 he 'hadtcome to the conclusion that the workers were turned into · 
socialists by the experience of life itself. As he put it: 

e 
e 

'The very conditions of their lives make the workers capable of struggling 
and impel them_ t? s trugg.Le , Capital co l.Lec+s the workers in great masses 
in big cities, uhiting them, teaching them to act in unisono At every step 
the workers corne face to face with. their main enemy - the capitalist class. 
In combat with this enemy the_ worlcèr becomes a socialist, cornes to realise . .' 
the necessity of a complete abolition of all poverty and all oppressiono1· (36) 

Now this·is;·very different to''the·analysis given in 'What 1.s to.be D~ne'?', ,(37)! 
Then he Sèemed to·be arguing':,that.without the_work of the party the wo;r-kers ... 
would never gèt beyond trade ùnaon consciousness. Hère he aeems to be arguing 
that workers achieve socialist consciousness wi thout the aid of the party,o, . , 
If this is true wè migh t, _· wi th aome jus t i fiça tion, wonder · wha t ther e . is lef.t: .. 
for the part;y:.to do, But Lendri wà4_ alwàys convânced that ~he party. had an, ., 
important rolè=to play~ In:thé sanie pàssa.ge he fells us how the party llll,lst_ 
act iil order+to prepà.re''fàr" the nexf revolution: . 

'In order to prepare such an onslaught we must draw the most backward 
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sections of the workers into the struggle, we must devote years and years 
to persistent, widespread, unflagging propaganda, agitation and organisational 
work, building up and reinforèing al], forms of proletarian unions and 
organisationso' (38) · · 

r -- 
Thus Lenin still had an extensive list of tasks for the party and he 
remained convinced of the party•s educational and orga.~isational importance 
right up until his death in 19240 Ev~n in bis supposedly most anarchist book, 
1State and Revolution', he spoke of the importance of the party's poaa t Lon , 
There he wrote that: 

'By educating the workers' party, Marxism educates the vanguard of the 
proletariat, capable of assuming power and leading the .whole people to 
socialism, of directing and organising the new system, of being the teacher, 
the guide, the leader of all the working and exploited people in organising 
their social life without the bourgeoisie and against the bourgeoisieo1 (39) 

e - 

But though ~enin was still allocating an important (40) role to the party in 
1917 his emphasis on the relative importance of party and class would seem 
to have changedo In 1902, when he wrote 1What is to be Done'?' he was saying 
that the class could not achieve socialist consciousness without the party. 
By 1910 he was saying that the 1very conditions of life1 of the workers 
turned them into socialists and taught them to act in unison. However, at all 
times he talkeà of the importance both of the correct party leadership and 
of the spontaneous striving of the working class towards socialismo His 
emphasis on one or the other changed as circumstances seemed to him to 
dictate that one or the other should be considered more important but neither 
of the two elements was ever completely droppedo Thus as Tony Cliff likes 
to put it, Lenin 1bent the stick' one way and then the othero According to 
Cliff, in 1What is to be Done'?' Lenin had, so to speak, 'bent the stic~': 

'•ooright over to mechanicalover emphasis on organisationo••' (41) 

He had done so, Cliff ar.gues, because in the chaotic conditions of th.e · 
Russian socialist movement at the turn of the century the most important 
thing was to coordinate centrally the work of the various small cells 
operating independ'ently, often in isolated ar-eas , La ter when what the party • 
needed was new blood, we are told by Cliff, he bent the stick in the 
opposite directiôri'emphasising the need for the proletarian elements in the 
party to impose discipline on the intelligentsiao (42) 

Now this is importanto If we accept it, and much of the evidence suggests 
that we must, then.we have accepted that Lenin was capable of swinging between 
two positions on the vitally important question of party and classa Though 
there was, up until October 1917, a clear and steady shift in Lenin's thought 
on the subject in the direction of placing mor-e fai th in the sclf-activi ty 
of the workers, he was always likely to decide that the needs of the moment 
had changed, that the stick needed to.be bent the other way, and then he 
might revert to his former opinionso 
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We have seen that early in his career Lenin displayed a dangerous· lack of 
faith in'the· ability of the workers.to self-learnsocialism. We have also 
séen that there 'ar e some important question marks about his attitude to 
democracy within the party. But it would be too easy and too simple to casually 
accept an image of Lenin as the dictatorial head of an absolutely undemocratic 
party in the years prior to the 1917 revolutions. The evidence suggests a 
more complex picture. He had e~pressed more and more faith in the consciousness 
of the working cl~s .as.he got older until by 1917 he se0med content to place 
a large part of the fate of the r-evo'lu t i.on at the 'mercy' of their democratic 
decisions. His most elitist statements about the workers being only able to 
achd.eve' trade union consciousness unaided 'wer e , he was claiming, deliberate 
exaggerations, made in order to_get his point across. 

It is. at this point that some would like the account to end as the new 
democratic Lenin enters the lists of the great revolutionary heroes. But 
caution is necessary. -Ius t as we cou Ld not wri te him off as an aut.ocr-at on 
the strength bf one book written in apec tf'Lc ci.r-cums tancee so we cannot put 
him down as a supreme democrat·without looking a little more carefully at 
what he· wrote in 1917. To establish thp.t Lenin was col!lmitted to workers' 
democracy is in itself inadequate. Democracy c~ take many forrus. We have 
to establish what kind of democracy Lenin believed in, or in other words, 
what forrn the proletarian state would àdopt, . be îor e we can corne to grips 
with his ideas. 

According to Lenin the central authority of the· proletarian state was to be 
the Soviet of Workers and Soldiers Deputies (1) because this organisation 
would represent the interests of the proletarians. He described the Soviet 
of Workers Deputies as: 

e 
e 

' ••• an organisation of the. workers, the embryo of a workers I government, the 
representative of theinterests of the entire mass of the poor section of 
the population i.e., of nine-tenths of the population, which is striving 
for peace bread and freedom.' (2) 

The Soviets, he argued, provided an armed force of workers and peasants 
which was not divorced from the people but very closely bound up with 
them. The Soviet state apparatus would enable the most class conscious section 
of the oppressed to lead the whole mass of the oppressed in the job of creating 
a socialist society. As he put it, this apparatus: 

f O O .provides an or-gani.aatdonal, form for the vanguard , i.e.· for the most 
cl~s-:conscious.., moat .ene.r.gèti<? and most .progressive. aec t fon .. of the oppressed 
class,. the. workers.-.and pèasarrts ,. and .. sa .co.nati tu tes .an .appanatua-by .means 
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of which the vanguard of the oppressed classes can elevate, train, educate, 
and lead the entire vast mass of these classes, which has up to now stood 
completely outside of political life and history.' (3) 

Thus.class conscious workers would, he thought, lead ·society in the 'right' 
direction by means of the Soviets but whilst this vanguard of the proletariat 
would provide the leadership for the oppressed at first, everyone would soon 
learn to govern themselves. Indeed the very development of cap±talism, as he 
saw it, had in a number of the most advanced countries prepared the way 
for the workers to begin to govern themselves as soon as capitalism was 
overthrowno Lenin argued that: 

' 
'The development of capitalism ooo creates the preconditions that enable 
really 11all11 to take part in the administration of the stateo Some of these 
preconditions are: universal literacy, which has already been achieved in 
a number of the most advanced capitalist countries, th~n the"training and 
disciplining" of millions of workers by the huge, complex, socialised apparatus 
of the postal service, railways, big factories, large-scale commerce, banking, 
e tc , ! etc 0 

• • Given these economic preconditions, it is quite possible, after the overthrow 
of the capi.t.al.Ls te and the bureaucrats, to proceed imrnediately, overnight, 
to replace them in the control over production and distripution, in the work 
of keeping account of labour and products, by the armed workers, by_the 
whole of the armed populationo1 (4) 

- - 
It is important to note here that Lenin speaks of the ability of all the 
people to participàte in the work of state administration being conditional 
on them being able to read and on them having been trained and disciplined 
by working for a large advanced firm. As he was later to write: 

'An illiterate person stands outside politics, he must first learn his ABC. 
Without that there can be no politics; without that there are rumours, gbssip, 
fairy-tales and prejudices, but no politics.' (5) 

The economic preconditioris he describes were certainly not present in Russiao 
The literacy rate was, for instance, around the-20~25"fo mnrk.(6), which ~èans 
that he was to exclude up to 80'fo of the population from poli tics o However, 
in 1917 he was convînced that even in Russia the workers could quickiy learn 
the art ofdistributing products equitably. In an article specifica.lly geared 
to the question of r·evolution Ln Rùssia he wrote that: · · 

'Power to the Soviets means the complete transfer of the country's administration 
and economic control into the hands of the workers and peasants, to whom 
nobody would dare offer resistance and who, through practice, through their 
own experience, would soon learn how to distribute the land, products and 
grain properlyo1 (7) 

The important point here is that the workers do not yet know how to administer 
the country, in his scenario, b~t they will be quick to· learn the art of 
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equitable distribution under the guidance of their most advanced elementso 
Lenin in faqt pours scorn on.the very·idea that workers can simply take over 
and run the state. In an article written only a month before the October- · 
revolution enti tled 'Can· the Bolshevilœ Retàin State ·Power? 1 he claims that 
unskilled labourers are incapable of running the state, saying: 

'We •are not utopianso We know that an unskilled labourer or a cook cannot 
immediately get on with the job of state administration.' (8) 

This is significant. It means that the job of sta.te · administration was to be 
restricted to thèse who were, according to him, capable of doing it·- namely 
the class conscious workerso (9) Those incapable of running the state were 
he :argu:ed to be trained for the task as rapidly as possible by their more 
qualified ·comrades.o As Lenin puts it: 

'We dèmand that training in the work of state administration be conducted by 
èlass-conscious workers and·soldiers and that ·this training be begun at once, 

···-i.e., that a beginning be made at once in training all the working people, 
~11 the poor, for this work.' (10) 
,"!-;, 
.·.l 

The important words here are the ones which Lenin himself emphasises. (11) 
The period of transition to socialism will be a time when a beginning.will be 
made on the training of the masses in the art of governmento In the meantime 
Lenin thought that the work of state administration would be carried out by 
the more advanced elements of the classo Thus state administration will be in 
the hands of the class conscious leaders of the oppressed because nof every 
worker (and indeed the majority of them) is yet ready, in Lenin's opinion, 
to participate.in the job of government. As he puts it in 1State and Revolution': 

,we wa.ri.t the socialist revolution with people as they are now, with people 
who cannot dispense with subordination, control and 11foremen and accountants"' (12) 

Th~·reference to foremen is highly revealing. Lenin was committed to workers' 
control over ·industry and yet here he is talking about foremen being indispe:hsible 
quring the first phase of the transition to socialismo:The idea of workplace 
democracy with foremen may seem strange to libertarians but it is not all that 
~ncommon an ideao After all the so-called·industrial dèmocracy of West Germany 
maintains, exact Ly that s.tructure , Sur.ely though. Lènin must have had something 
more radical in mind than the kind of window dressing that-later developed 
in West Germany when he· talked of 1i1orkers' control'? Certain):y he · d.i<;i;but he 
saw.no conflict between the continued existence of foremén and of subordination 
on the one hand and the disappearance of 'bossing·' on the other •. He came to 
this strange conclusion by maintaining that whilst subordination would still 
~e necessary·it would be subordination to foremen who had·beenhired by a 
proletarian state. According to him: 

'Capi talism simplifies the functions of "s tat e" administration, i t makes. it · 
possible to cast "boasdng" aside and to confine the ·whole .. mat ter to the 
organisation of the proletarians (as the rul ing class) which will hire "workers, 

l ' 
.. 

• • 
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foremen and accountants" in the name of the whole of society. 

We are not utopians, we do not "dream" of dispènsing at once with a.11 administrat 
ion, with all subordination.' (13) 

Though the ordinary worker would require training before being up to thé job 
of running the state he or she was quite capable of keeping the closest possible 
check on the officials who had.the necessary skills. Indeed it was, he felt, 
essential that workers should constantly checkup on àll officials and keep 
account of everything that went on in the Soviet state. Lenin argued that: 

1 ••• workers' control can become the country-wide, all-embracing, omnipresent, 
most precise and most conscientious accounting of the production and distribution 
of goods.' (14) 

Here we can quite clearly see how restricted, how conservative even, Lenin's 
conception of workers' control was. He was not in favour of workers' management 
(that is to say, workers actually running things themselves); he had, we have 
seen, declared this to be utopian at this historical stage. What he was 
insisting on was the need for checking up from below and accounting for everything 
which was done by those who had the necessary skills to run the state. Workers' 
control for Lenin meant workers' accounting not workers' self-management. 
It is therefore quite wrong to accuse the Bolsheviks of failing to introduce 
workers' self-management into Russia after the revolution since their leader, 
at least, never intended to do so. He never doubted for a second that it ···· 
would be necessary to have state officials, foremen and technicians. (15) 
The workers would exert the fullest possible control over these people but 
they would not be able to replace them until they had been trainedo Anything 
more would be, Lenin was convinced, utopian at this stage. 

- - 
Despite the conservatism of Lenin's interpret~tion of workers' control he did 
take the matter very seriously. Just how seriously can be seen by the fact 
that he proposed shooting any official who tried to avoid workers' accounting 
by deceiving the workers. He argued that a genuinely revolutionary government: 

' ••• wou.Ld immediately pass a: law abolishing commer-c La.l, secrecy, compelling 
con trac tors and merchants J;q r_ende~. aqcount.s _public, forbidding them to abandon 
their field of activity without the permission of the authorities, imposing 
the penalty of confiscation of prcperty and shooting for concealment and for 
deceiving the people, organising verification and control from below, democrat 
ically, by the people themselves, by unions of workers and èither empkoyeee , 
consumers etc.' (16) 

Officials would be kept under control with strict discipline and the state 
would backup the workers' authority. Furthermore many of the state officials 
would themselves be workers. Consequently, he argued, the nature of state 
officials would have completely changed. According to him: 

'A beginning can and must be made at once, overnight, to replace the specific 
11bossing" of the state officials by the simple functions of "foremen and 
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accountants", functions which .are already fully within the abil:i,ty of the 
avez-age bown dweiler: and ean wèll be performed for "workmen I S wagea" o 

We the workers, shall organise large-scale production on the basis of what 
_capit~lism has already créated, relying on our Owtl experience as workers, 
·establishing strict, iron: discipline backed up by the ·state power of the armed 
workers. We shall reduce the rolei of state officials to that of simply 
carrying out our instructions as responsible, revocable, modestly paid 
"foremen and accountants11 (of course with the aid of technicians of'all sorts, 
·types and degrees).• (17) 

..... 

H~re again we find the same themes being raised ·by Lenin. A beginning is 
to be made in replacing state officials but only a beginning. Iron discipi±ne 
is tQ be established to control the officials whom the workers themselves 
will 1nstruct. All officials are to be paid modest salaries and to be immediately 
revocable. What is particularly interesting is that these were·precisely_the. 
measures which he set out to implement after the Oc tober r-evo Lu tdon , 'rhere is 
no direct contrast between Lenin1s statements about the nature of the'Soviet 
state.before the revolution and what he claimed to be putting into practice 
afterwards. There is only ~ highly significant shift of ernphasis. · 

We have se-en ·that before-.the· revolütion he -r ef'enr ed .f~equen.tl.y . .to the .existence 
of -f-oremen -arrd tli~t he· ba Iked -of subordination as .beâng.' i.ndispe.rtsible .. at . ·. : ... · · 
this stage. We have a Lso seen that he was commi t ted-to the .wor..kers·beginning .. ; .. 
to take over the running of the state and their being trained for this task· 
whilst.keeping the.closest pqssible check on everything that their représentatives 
do. These two eLemerrte · - · subordination and democr acy - remained central to 
his thinking after the r-evo lut ion, However now the èmphasis began to shift · · 
or to _b.{:i! mor-e accurate, after the revolution Lenin was vo;i.cing more clearly 
ideas which he had always adhered to. In March 1918 he wrote that whilst 
democracy was important once work was over , · the efficient runnâng of industry 
requirèd that _dÙring working.hours there shoÙld be subordination. He·asserted: 

t. 
' 
' '' 

1We must lear~ to combine the "public meeting" democracy of the. work:i,ng people - 
turbulent,· surging, ovèz-f Iowi.ng i ts banke likè a spring flood - wi th' iron 
discipline while at work, with u~guestioning obedience to the will of~ 
single person, the Soviet. leader, while at work. 1 · ( 18) 

In the. same articl.e he stressed the vital need for ·the proletariat to recruït·· 
the heip of various kinds of. experts, just as he did before the revoluticin, 
but now he was saying that without these experts socialism would never be 
reached. He stated that: 

e 
e 

1Wi fhou t the _guidance of experts in the various f'i.e'Lds of ·knowledge, t echno'kogy 
and experience, the t.ransi tion to socialism will be impossible, beèause aoc Lal.Lam 
calls for a conscious mass advance to grenter productivity of' laboùr compared with 
capitalism, and ion .. the bas i.a achieved by capitalisme' (19) 

However, he did not abandon his conviction that every worker·must léarn· how 
to govern and be drawn into the work of the state. (20) In March 1918 he told 
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the 7th Congress of the Russia.n Communist Party that: 

'All citizens must ta.ke part in the work of the courts and in the goverrunent 
of the country. It is importa.nt for us to draw literally all working people 
into the government of the state. It is a task of tremendous difficulty. 
But socialism cannot be implemented by a minority, by the Party. It can be 
implemented only by tens of millions when they have learned to doit themselvès.' 

The message here is almost identical to what he was advocating in 1917. Everyone 
must become involved in the task of state administration but not everyone is 
yet ready. The vanguard of the proletariat must, he says, educate the masses 
and once agairi be stresses the importance of the Soviets as orga.ns whièh give 
the va.nguard the maximum authority. He-told the 7th Congrass that: 

• ••• Soviet power is a new type of siate without a bureaucracy, without police, 
without a regula.r army, astate in which bourgeois democracy has ~een replaced 
by a new democracy, a democracy that brings to the fore the·vanguard of the 
working people, gives them legislativè and executive authority, Iilakes them 
responsible for military defence and creates state machinery that cart re 
educate the masses' (22) 

There is no sharp break between what Lenin was sayin~ before the October 
revolution.and what he said and did immediately-afterwards. All the important 
features of the proletarian state are prefigured in theory. Before the r.e:vo.lut..:. 
ion he had talked of the need for authority and subordination. Before the·rev 
olution he had been convinced tl'iat f'ozemen and tèchnical experts èould:,nat be 
dispensed with insta.ntaneously. After the revolution he still wrote about the 
need for workërs' accounting and control. After the revolu-tion he continued to 
spea.k of the· need for the whole population to be taught. how to govern. The· 
revolution did not.causè a sudden shift in Lenin's beliefs. He did not believe 
in workers' management· bef ore the revolution and ti1en swi tch t.o believing in the 
need for discipline and autho:i;-ity afterwards. Both bef'ore and afterthe revolut 
ion Lenin saw rio conflict between the continued existe~ce of subordination and· 
the creation of. workers~accoun1~ing and I control 1 • -- . 

What did happen was that. the· emphaaâa changed sligh·t.ly and. the stick was berrt 
the other way. ·rt was ·110 'longer possible to nâsundexatand his attitude ·tôwards 
subordination because he began to press the need for i~ with increasing_frequency 
and in increasingly :strident tones. He ·tells us in Marc:1 1918 thàt:, · · 

'It has to _be iearnt that it is impossible to live in modern ·s·ociety without· ·'· 
machines, withoût discipline - one has e·ither to naster modern techniques o'r 
be crushed ," (23) · · ·. · 

The alternatives are, he says, either accept discipline or sùffer eternal: 
slavery. According to him: 

'The làst war has been a bitter, painful, but serious lesson for th~ Russian 
people. It has taugbt them to organise, to become disci:plin:ed~ to obey, to 
establish a discipline that will be exemplary. Learn disc°ïpline from the Germans; 
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for if we do not, we, as a people, are doomed, we shall live in eternal 
slavery o ' (24) 

~e makes the· point that whilst the Russian people must obey the will of-a 
single person at work this, in his opinion, in no way conflicts with their 

· .right .to choose and replace leaderso As he puts it: 

'The masses must have the right to choose responsible leaders for themselveso 
They must·.have the right to replace them, the right to know and check each 
smallest step of· their activityo They must have the right to put forward any 
workér. without exception for administrative functions. But this does not at 
a.11 mean that the process of collective labour can remain without definite 
leadership, without precisely establishing the responsibility of the person 
in charge, without the strictest order created by the single will of that 
persono Neither railways nor road transport, nor large-scale machinery.and 
enterprises in general can function correc+,ly without a single will linking 
the entire working personnel into an economic organ operating with the precision 
of clockworko1 (25) 

Consequen tly: 

'There is, therefore, absolutely no contradiction in principle between Soviet 
(that is, socialist) democ.racy and the exercise of dictatorial powers by 
individuals.' (26) 

It should be made clear that he.is talking about dictatorial powers being .given 
to elected managers or managers appointed by a Soviet state and not to 
governmen~ leaderso Nevertheless this is a frightening statement, coming from 
the lips of a socialist. The leaders of industry must have,.according to Lenin, 
unquestioned obedience and dictatorial authority during working hourso (27). 
The q.irectors of Ford1s have been trying to achieve this for fifty yearso. 

·· Worlte·rs' corrtr-o I means , in Lenin's restricted definition, that the workers . 
wîir è Lec't the manager, check up ori him or hèr (probably h im) and keep accoün't" 
of everything that the manager does; wh i Lè t this manager has absolutè auth6:rity" 
during working hours. It is but a small step from this to strengthen the · 
dictatorial-_authori ty of the managers and turn workers I control iitto a sham , 

Lenin simply did not see the danger or at bes t felt that incompetence was _a 
bigger threat to the Soviet state than the emerging managerial eliteo In his 
oind ordinary Russian workers could not manage large-scale industry onthei:r 
own - th;i.s had to be done by experts o In his mind .there was no conflici; between· 
the existence of foremen and the existence of workers' controL In h:i,s ·mind 
workers' control meant workers electing their own boss, workers checking or 
workers_ keeping accounts and not workers doing ·away wi th the bosses 'and t-aking 
control of their own lives. Lenin once wroto: 

·'If .the words "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity" are written on a· fac tcry , as 
in America, the fa,ctory does not cease -to_ be hell for the workers and ·a p,aradise 
for the c·apitalistso1 (28) · 

We might add that if the workers are allowed to elect their boss and to check 
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up on him then the factory does not cease to be hell for the workers and 
parad.ise for the bosses. Only when ~orkers' self-management is established 
does this cease to be the case. On:ly when workèrs actually run things for 
themselves and make their own decisions about what happens in the factory is 
real industrial democracy established. Both before and af'ter the revolution 
Lenin felt that this was beyond the abilities of the ordinary worker. They had. 
to rely on the skills of elected officials, he believed. The way was conseguently 
open for these elected officials to establish their control over the workers 
instead of vica versa. 

-----·---·-···. 
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0~ ---n, .. · '] :/A\,. n:J cJi:=;)© nd,) . le;, u~r b1·~U~ .·>u···. LL::u1 
. ':~: __ f,:~Wlf~saw. :i~:Jhe .. I~t~~haptér th~t Len i.n bhough t ·tl~;[\h~: introductipn,,of }iovie:t 

rüle. and :t.h? .dJ.çtq,tè?rê~iP .. C?L-:t~.~.-.PE<?~~~9-!'iat ~er;e.9pe and:,:t;he sarn~:-th~ngo ... , 
Through'.·the Soviets the class conscious workérs ·wëiüia- '1:faiii the .. rhas!3es: in ":l~he 
art of government and lead them in the direction of socialism~·- (1") ·J3ü'è·à"në · · 
very important element in his thinking remains to be considered, namely - 
what role, if any, would the party play in this Soviet government? Would the 
Soviets contain one party or many'? Would the dictatorship of the proletariat 
·be identified with -the government of one. particular party or would all parties 
simply cease to exist once the power of the bourgeoisie had been smashed and 
state power captured by the armed proletariat? 

We have seen that early in his career Lenin attached greater importance to 
cor-rect party leadership r-ather . than the spontaneous actions of the masses as, a 
factor· leà.ding to the r-evo.Lub i.on s : Wé have. also seen that he came tc:i .have more· 
and mor-e fai th in the abili ty of the pr-o'Le tar i.at to do the right thdrig even 
without guidance. ~y 1917 the emphasis was definitely on trusting to the· 
natural sociàlist impulses of the masses rather than to wise leadership from 
experienced revolutionaries_.: For instance, after the r evo L t of the reaètionary 
general Kornilov had been pùt down largely by· the spontaneous actions of 
workers and soldiers, Lenin advised socialists to trust the initiatives of 
:t:he :peop~e, saying: 

'Don.'t be af'r-af.d of the pêople's iriitiative·ana' indèpendence., Put your faith. 
in 'thei;I' revolut:j.ohary organisations, and you ·will see ;fi1 all :r:·ealms of state 
a'ffé'iiri the same strèngth, rilajesty and invin~ibility.: of .·the workers' and.'. : : . 
peaaants ·:as· wér·e displayed in thèir uni ty· and thefr fury against. KornHov o 1 (2) 

. . . .• . ,, .. . . .~ . . : .. , .. , ·: . 

His trust in the initiative of the masses did not however mesn· that there 
... '.wa~. no need for the ·:s'olsheV'ik party o For Len'i.n the:.intereste of party and 

· · cl'ass were identicâ.'.L 'The Bolsheviks -were the par-ty, 'o:f the ·proletariat, 
according to him, and it was natural that a proletarian .revolution -would ·put 
power in. their handa, In October 1915, for instance he had talked of, 'Do oWh~t 
the party of the 'Proletariat ·.would 'do :if the rèvol.ution, placed ·pôwer in its · 
hands , , o' He then refered to this as, 1• ~ .victory,of the proletariat- in -:· 
Russia ••• 1 (3) He made no distinction between the two because they were, as 
far as he was concerned, ide~t~calo When the proletariat overthrew the 
bourgeoisie ,it would place power in the hands of ;J.,ts representatives - the 
Bolsheviks. Ihdeed it is wrong to talk of Lenin seein~ the Bolsheviks _:,as.·;, 
representatives of thé proletariat; the two wer-e , iri: his op1nion, indiss·olubly 
linkedo There was no difference between party rule and the dictatorship of the 
P!oletariato As he said in September 1917: 

'Our party, like any other political party, is striving after political 
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domination for itselfo Our aim is the dictatorship of the revolutionary 
proletariat. 1 (4) 

Furthermore Lenin maintained that his party would have no right to exist unless 
it was preparad to take power. In the same month he wrote: 

1I still maintain that a political party - and the party of the advanced class 
in particular - would have no right to exist, would be unworthy of the name of 
party, would be a nonentity in any sense, if it refused to take powerwhen 
opportuni ty of fers.' ~ 

It is important to note that herè, only a month before the revolution, Lenin 
is talking about his party being ready to take power. Lenin wanted·the 
dictatorship of the proletariat and this meant, as he saw it, the domination 
of his party. However, it should be made clear that this was his ultimate 
objectiveo He did .not set out with a single minded endeavour to launch a coup 
d1etat which would place his party in. power , Indeed in the_ first months or .the 
revolution he was not in favour of his party takâng sole.-power immediately.; ~6) 
He felt at this time that there was a chance of the revolution developing 
peacefully and argued that so long as they had a minori ty in the Soviets the, 
Bolsheviks should concentrate on trying to persuade the Soviets to take power. 
In the famous April Theses he wrote: 

'As long as we are in the minority we carry on the work of criticising and 
exposing errors and at the same time we preach the necessity of transferring 
the .en tire state power to thé Soviets of W<:>rkers I Deputies, so that the people 
may overcome·their mistakes-by experience.' (7) 

He was prepared for his party .to battle it out with other parties within the 
Soviets which were, he pointed out, dominated by peasants and soldiers or, 
in other words by what he considered to be petit bourgeois elements. (8) 
Through this battle the masses would test out the variou$ parties and learn the 
merits of revolutionary·$Ocialism. By this means a peaceful transition to 
socialism had become possible. There would be no need for an uprising b~cause 
the masses not the capitalists had the rifleso What was needed was persuasion 
not force. (9) 

However,~.by.July he felt the situation had changed and the Soviets no longer 
had the· power to take over state power. ( 10) Before July the Soviets had been 
free of a.11 'coer-o i on , In his own words: 

'The Soxi_ets .were delegations from the. mass of free - i.-e., not subject to 
externaJ., coercion ·- and armed workers and soldiers. What really mattered was 
that arms :were . in the 'hands of the people and .that ther-e was no coer-c i.on of . 
the people from without •. This :i,.s what opened up and ensured a peaceful path fo.r .. 
the 'progr-eas o·f the r-evo lut ion. ' ( 11 } 

'But from the _third to the -sixth of July something happened to change all th_at •. 
A near spontaneous uprising took place which was put down by the government •.. 
The Bolsheviks were blamed for the uprising, Trotsky was arrested and Lenin 
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went into hidingo There is no need for us to go into the details. of the 
uprising here (12) but it did result in a marked strengthening of the Provisional 
Government and an increasing conservatism in the Soviets. Kerensky describes 
this as: 

• ••• a healthy process of decrease in the political importance of the Soviets 
in the State.' (13) 

Lenin took a rather dimmer view of the matter and stated that now a new 
revolution was essential. According to him: 

1Now after the experience of July 1917, it is the revolutionary proleta.:ciat -~ 
that must independently take over state power. Without that the victory of the 
revolution is impossible.' (14) 

Yet this revolution would not place_sole power in the hands of the Bolsheviks 
if it followed the path which Lenin was now describing. It would place power 
in the hands of rejuvenated Soviets which would be as different from the ones 
which Kerensky had emasculated in July as chalk form cheese. He argued that: 

'Soviets may appear in this new revolution, and indeed are bound to, but not 
the present Soviets, not organs of revolutionary struggle against the bourgeoisie. 
It is true that even then we shall be in favour of building the whole state on 
the model of the Soviets.' (15) 

Lenin was, then, clearly prepared to see power- pass into the hands of the Soviets 
because he was convinced that this would eventually lead to the masses coming 
over to the Bolsheviks. He had, however,. become convinced in July that the 
Social-Revolutionary and Menshevik parties were participants in a counter 
revolutfon. Now what was needed was a new revolution which would transfer power 
to the proletariat and leave these parties behind. In other owrds: 

'The aim of the insurrect1on can only be to transfer power to the proletariat, 
supported by the poor peasants, with a view to putting our Party programme into 
effect.9 (1Ô) 

• • 

Lenin was, though, to change his position again before the October revolution 
for, with the Kornilov revolt, the balance of forces in Russia changed once 
againo There was a widespread belief (17) that the government had secretly 
backed Kornilov•s military revolt and this, combined with an upsurge in mass 
involvement in events as the revolt was spontaneously crushed, considerably 
weakened the authority of the government to the be~efit of the Soviets. Indeed 
if Kerensky is- to be believed then the Kornilov revolt was the prime cause 
of the Bolshevik victory in October. (18) After the revolt Lenin felt sure enough 
of eventual·success to propose that the Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries 
should forma government which would be responsible to the Soviets. In other 
words all power was, he suggested, to pass to the Soviets but the Bolsheviks' 
opponents were to form the government. The·Bolsheviks would even refrain from 
demanding the immediate transfer of power to the proletariat and poor peasants.(19)) 
He was convinced that his party would be able intime to win over the Soviet 
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to i ts own side o The Memsheviks and Social Revolutionaries refused the of fer 
and within --~r ·inoritkhe was saying that they should be thrown out of the Soviets o 
As he put it: 

'The MenshevÜ~s· 'and Social Revolutionaries, even after the Kornilov revolt, 
refused to .accept our compromise oî peacefully transferring the power to the 
Soviets (in which we then had no majority); they have again sunk into the morass 

. -o-f~-filt-hy·arit,t·m:ean:·bargaining with .the Cade t s , Down with the Mensheviks and 
Sccialist-Rèvolùtionaries! Strug.gle against them ru th Leea.Ly , Expel them ruthlessly 
from all revolutionary organisationso1 (20) · 

e Now, he ~aid, apinsurrection was essential if the slogan "All Power to the 
Soviets" was to become a r-ea'l i.ty , In early C)ctober he wrote that: 

· - 

' ••• now, at Leas t since the middle of September, this slogan o •• has become 
eguivalent to a call îor insurrection.' (21) 

Once power had·passed into the hands of the Soviets then the peaceful strugg~e 
of parties inside them wou Ld ·enable .the "peop'Le to test the programmes of ·the .. 
various parties and decide on the best one , In 'Lace September he wrote: ·· ---· 

1By se1z1ng full power, the Soviets could still today - and this is probably 
their last chance - ensure the peaceful development of the revolution, peaceful 
elections of deputies by the people, and a peaceful struggle of parties 
inside the Soviets; they could test the programmes of the various parties 
iv practice·and. power could pass peacefully from one party to another.1 (22) 

This is the type of Soviet state fha t Lenin tried t'o establish. He wanted. 
domination for his own party, the party of the proletariat as he saw it, but 
was prepared to win it by convincing people rather than by force of arms if this 
was at all possibleo Time and time again he offered tolet the people see 
which parties represented their own interests by seeing how they acted within 
the Soviets. (23) He complained shortly after the October revolution that: 

'.• •• we wante.d a coalition Soviet government. We did not exclude anyone from 
.the-Soviet.• .(24) 

But whilst he was quite prepared to share power and even to leave the choice of 
government to the masses if circumstances made this possible he was quite clear 
about bis ultimate objectives. He believed in the dictatorship of the proletariat 
and was convinced that his own party was the party of that class. If circumstances 
made it necessary then this party must be.prepared, Lenin thought, to take 
power on its own. As he said of his party in June: 

1It is ready to ta.ke over full power at any moment.• (25) 

Once the Bolsheviks had gained a majority in the Soviets this became a practical 
possibility and by September he was ma.king this crystal clear, saying: 

'The Bolsheviks, having obtained a majority in the Soviet of Workers' and 
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Soldiers' Deputies in both capitals, can and must take state pàwèr into 
their own hands ," (26) ·.' · - 

And in an article with the revealing title 1Can the Bolsheviks Retain State 
Power'?' be argued that: 

'. o srio power· on earth can prevént the Bolsheviks,, if they do not -allo1(1 themselves 
t0 · -be scared and· if they succeed in bakâng power, from retaining i t until the 
triumph of the world socialist revolution.' (27)_ 

Lenin drew no distinction between thiè - the coming to power of a particular 
party - and the coming to power of the proletariat as a class. Throughout his. 
various swîtches of strategy in 1917 he remained convinced that his ultimate 
objective must be the coming to power of that class and consequently of his · 
party. To his mind the two were m terwoven , The interests of Party and class 
were one , He was therefore in a very poor position to recognise a s tead i.Ly .. 
deepening divergence in interests be tween the· two .. And ·wnèri·"the ·dictatorsnip- , .... 
of the_proletariat is identified with the rule of aparticular party then what 
is. to prevent that·-party frorri dictating to the proletariat? 

1. 

·-y- tJl,lf:~ : ,~é? t) fi' ·11~..11 ~ ~T f l Il)- ·r1··· · · .. :-. i. Ili~ r\h\\..d\/JJ,irt , • 
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Currently available for tl .• from So1idarit.y (London) c/o 123 Da.thorn _Road, London E,6 
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So far I have restricted myself to an-examination of what sort of political 
institutions Lenin set out to create in Russia. This is, in isolation, a rather 
abstract exercise which Lenin would have objected to strongly. For him it was 
the stage of development of the productive forces which decided which political 
institutions were appropriate. To tàlk of political institutions without 
knowing what stage the productive forces had reached would be, in his opinion, 
an empty shamo Consequently, unless we establish what stage of development he 
thought they had reached in 1917 we cannot understand the form which he argued 
the dictatorship of the proletariat should take in Russia. Furthermore, almost 
everything he tried to do after the revolution was determined by ideas he 
had worked out 1n the sphere of economics during the war. Indeed, as he saw 
things, the very possibility of a socialist revolution in backward Russia only 
existed because the development of the productive ofrces on a worldwide scale 
had ushered in an era of proletariéUl revolutions. To ignore what he wrote about 
the stage of development of the productive forces would therefore be to leave 
a huge gap in our knowledge of his intentions on coming to power. 

- - 
For many years lenin had insisted that to argue for an immediate socialist 
revolution in Russia was utopian. Russia was a backward country and right across 
the board Russian Marxists were convinced that this meant the revolution would have 
two stages. First the bourgeoisie would take power and this would lead to a 
rapid extension of capitalism. Only when the bourgeoisie had built up large- 
scale industry would the time come for the pràletariat to establish its own 
(temporary) dictatorship. Dµring the revolution of 1905 he warned against 
the 'persistent illusion' that .the revolution then taking place would not 
be a bourgeois revolution. (1) Purely socialist demands were still a matter for 
the future, instead the workers should put forward economic and political 
demands which could be satisfied within the framework of capitalism. (2) 
In other words the revolution should be given the widest possible sweep but 
the overthrow of capitalism was not a possibility at this stage , 

This theory was maintained with notable tenacity by Russian Marxists. The· 
Mensheviks, for example, were so convinced that capitalism should not be overthrown 
that many of them spent the entire period of the 1917 revolution trying to 
shore up capitalisml (3) They consequently lost what little support they had. 
They were not, however, the only ones who clung to the notion that socialism 
was impossible in a backward country. Lenin himself never abandoned this belief 
(though he did not draw the same outrageously timid conclusions from the idea). 
In early 1917 he wrote in a letter of farewell to the workers of Switzerland 
(which precious few of them readt): 

'Russia is a peasant country, one of the most backward of Europea.n countrieso 
Socialism cannot triumph there directly and immed~ately.' (4) 
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On his arrival in Russia he cont\nued to. make the_same point when he explained 
to his critics that his April Theses were no t to be taken as an argument · 
for an imin~diate socialist. revoluti.on in Russia~ .Ins tead the contirary was true: 

'I not only do not "budLd" on the ·11iinmediate transformation" of our .revoJ,ut:i.on 
into a socialist one, but I actually warn against it, when in Thesis Noo 8, 
I state: "It is ~ our immediate task to1introduce1 socialism11.o.1 (5) 

Indeed it was, according to Lenin, the height of absurdity to.be in- favour of 
'introduc-ing' socialism. (6) Such a position would ign(?re the harsh realities 
of Russia's stage of ecbnomi,c development, he thought. As he _PUt it: 

'Operating as it does in one of the most backward countriesiti Europe amidst 
a vas t population of ema'LL peasants, the proletarfa.t of Russia cannot aim 
at imniediately putting into effect socialist changes ,! · 

This was written in iate April 1917 only six months before_ Leniri was to lead 
what has always been consïdered to be the world's first socialist revolution. 
He was not ·to allow Russia's ·backwardness_ t o restrict h_is_ militancy in the way 
that; many Mensheviks dd.d , Socialism itself might not be a p6ssibility but 
dec i.sdve steps cou Ld be. +aken in that direction. He· pour-ed scorn on the 
·Menshevik~ position, saying: ~ .. . . 

1 Accept the ru Le of capi ta.i' becaùse 11we11 are not yet r rpe for socialism, the 
Mensheviks tell the peasants, substituting, incidentally, the abstract question 
of "socialism" in gerieral for the concr-e te question of wheth_er i t is possible 
to heal the wounds inflicted _by the war withouf dec i.a i.vé steps towards 
aoc i.al.Lsm..' (8) . e 
Lenin answered this latter question wi th a resounding "no!", for genuine A 
socialists would, he thougn t, be prepared to take steps towards socialism W 
whilst qui te clearly realising that the· actual achievement of socialism in 
backward Russia was not yet possible. As he put i t: · 

'We canri.ot be revolutionary democrats in the twentieth century and in a 
capitalist country if we fear to·advance towards socialism.' (9) 

The reader might well be forgiven for wondering what the difference is between 
introducing socialism and taking decisive steps towards it. There is though 
~ important difference. In the first c~e the economic. prerequisites for 
socialism .à.lrèady exist; 'in the latter case significant areas of the economy 
have still not·been fully developed by·ca:pitalism. Lenin c3:early believed 
bhr-oughou t hâs .life thàt the iatter was the 'case in Rues i.a , Whàtever steps 
cou'Ld be :.,taken towards socialism wou Ld be taken, but the :1ëvei -_of technology 
mean t to him 'tha.t" there were defini te limi ts t.o what cou Ld be done , As he 
~ote in Sejrtembë·r ·1_917:' , 
•It is impossible in twentieth century Russi~i whïch has ·won a re~ublïc and 
dem~cracy in a revolut~onary way, to go forward without advancing towards 
socialism; without taking.steps towardsit (steps coriditiotjed and determined 

•.•. : _i: . 
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by the level of technology and cu]..ture; large-scale machine production cannot 
·be."introduced" in peasant agriculture nor abolished in the sugar ip.d~?Jry).1 (10) 

Russia could not make a socialist 
it could; by taking steps towards 
to the creation of socialism on a 
in Russia would be an inspiration 

.. 
revolution on its own, in his opinion, but 
socialism, begin a process that would lead 
worldwide basis. Advancing towards socialism 
which would spark off revolutioU'·elsewhereo 

'Single-handed the Russian proletariat cannot bring the socialist revolution 
to a victorious conclusion. But it can give the Russian revolution a mighty 
sweep that would create the most favourable conditions for a socialist 
revolution, and would, in a sense, start it. It can facilitate the rise of a 
situation in which its chief, its most trustworthy and cost reliable collaborator, 
the European and American socialist proletariat, could join the decisive 
battleso1 (11) 

! 
1 

This was an idea that had been an important element of Lenin's thinking since 
before the days of the 1905 revolution. Then he hà.d described an entire epoch 
of ever deepening revolutionary upheavalso This epoch would begin with 
a democratic revolution in Russia; revolution there would'spark off a socialist 
revolution in Europe and this would react back upon Russia enabling that 
country to advance straight to socialismo He doesn't speak of a possible 
uprising in Europe, he says rather that if the Russian revolution is profound 
enough then the European workers will rise in response. He wrote that the 
socialist was obliged to dream that: 

- - 
'We shall succeed in ensuring that the Russian revolution is nota covanent 
of a few months, but a movement of many years, that it leads, notëmerely 
to a few paltry concessions from the powers that be, but to the complete 
overthrow of those powerso And if we eucceed in achieving this, then the 
revolutionary conflagration will spread to Europe; the European worker, · 
languishing under bourgeois reaction, will rise in his turn and show us 
''how it is done", then the revolutionary upsurge in Europe will have a 
repercursive effect upon Russia and will convert an epoch of a few revolutionary 
years into an era of several revolutionary decadesooo1(12) 

This was to become far more than a dream for Lenino In 1917 he was to rely 
on the certainty that revolution in the advanced countries would break out 
shortly after the revolution in Russiao He flatly stated that no country could 
achieve socialism on its own, saying: 

'The final victory of sociali3m in R single country is of course impossible.' (13) 

This was, he thought, particularly true for a country with a backward economy. 
But Lenin did not allow this to prevent him from taking part in the making 
of a revolution because he was sure that Russia would not be aloneo Again and 
again he preached the inevitabïlity of European revolution. In March 1917 
he said that· the Russian February revolution would certainly not be the only 
revolution engendered by the imperialist waro (14) In September he wrote: 

'Mass arrests of party leaders in free Italy, and particularly the beginning 
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·. of mutinie~ in the German army, are indisputable symptoms that a great turning 
point is at hand, that we are on the eve of a world-wide revolution.1 (15) 

On October 25, the very day of the overthrow of the Kerensky regime, he. penned 
a resolution for the Petrograd Soviet which stressed the importance to Russia 
of the arrival of this world revolution, saying: 

'The·Soviet is convinced that the proletariat of the Western European countries 
will help us to achieve a complete and lasting victory for the cause of 
socialismo' (16) 

In January 1918 he made it crystal cleàr that he felt aid from revolutions 
in advanced European countries was essential not jùst·âesirable. As he put it: 

'That the socialist revolution in Europe must corne, and will corne, is beyond 
doubto All our hopes for the final victory of socialism are founded on this 
cer.tainty and on this scientific prognos i.s s ' (17) 

The woz-d I scientific I is sd.gnd.f i.can't here. It means that Lenin believed i t 
had been established as a fact with al1 the certainty of the laws of physics 
that a revolution woul~ come. in Europe. No-one could, of course, predict a 
definite date but there was not the slightest doubt that revolution would 
come sooner rather than Laber , He informed Kautsky in 1918 that i t was obl:j..gatory 
for Marxists to base their tactics on the expectation of a European revolution 
because of the 'objective situation• brought about by the war. (18) Lenin, 
then, op~n,ly admitted tha.t he based his tactics on a firm conviction that 
widespread revolution would break out in Europe .. Since no such revolution 
took place we are entitled_ to .ask why Lenin was so sure that it would. ~ 

The usu~l answer given is that numerous indicators showed that a revolutionary ~ 
situation did exist in Europe. Events such as the mutinies in even the British w 
army (19) and the various uprisings in Germany (20) and Eastern Europe all 
tend to indicate that Europe was indeed ripe for revolution. But it ~as not 
these uprsiings which gave Lenin the idea that revolution was i~minent. In fact 
they served only to confirm Lenin in a belief he had held for some time. His 
conviction spra,iig not from observing various revolts but from studying Marxist 
theory and the developments in contemparary economies. It is impossible to 
understand Lenin I s thought unless we recognise that Lerdn t ook . i t. for granted 
that Marx had established the certainty of socialism. For both Marx and Lenin 
it is the development of the productive forces that compels the proletariat 
to revolt. The~e is no esçape from this certainty - the only question is when 
it will happen. Marx sets down the reasons for this certain revolt in a lengthy 
passage in Capital. Basically what the passage states is that.·competition 
between capitalists drives more and more of t.hem out of business. The loosers 
join the ranks of the proletariat. The winners are an ever smaller group. 
In the massive factories owned by these few capitalists the proletariat learns 
discipline and unity. Eventually awell organised mass is faced with a handful 
of moribund capitalists. The.result of this unavoidable process is the 
socialist revolutiono Marx describes the process as follows: 

'One capitalist always kills many. Rand in hand with this centralisation, or 
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this expropriation of many capitalists by few, develop, on an ever extending 
scale, the co-operative form of the labour-process, the conscious technical 
application of science, the methodical cultivation of the. aoil, the trnneforoation 
of the instruments of labour into instruments of labour only usable in common, \ 
the economising of all means of production by their use as the means of 
production of combined, socialised labour, the entanglement of all people in 
the net of the world-market and this, the int'ernational character of the 
capitalist regimeo Along with the constantly diminishing number of themagnates 
of capital, who usurp and monopolise all advantages of this process of 
transformation, grows the mass of money, oppression, slaver'y, dee;radation, ,· 
exploitation; but with this too grows the revolt of the working-class, a class 
always increasing in numbers, and disciplined, united, organised by the very 
mechanism of the process of capitalist production itselfo The monopoly of 
capital becomes a fetter upon the mode of production, which has sprung up 
and flourished along with, and under it. Centralisation of the means of 
production and socialisation of labour at last reach a point where they become 
incompatible with their capitalist integument. The integument is burst 
asunder. The knell of capitalist private property sounds. The expropriators 
are expropriatedo1 (21) 

Thus socialisrn is necessary. It is not that a few people have decided this 
would be a better society it is rather that the very development of the 
productive forces makes the adoption of this form of society a necessity. 
The two key indicators of the degree of ripeness for revolution are the 
centralisation of the productive forces and the socialisation of labouro By 
gaugîng: their progress the Marxist scholar ought to ·be able to tell when the 
stage has been reached for the death knell of private property to sound. 

The reader might be forgiven for wondering what is the relevance of all this 
to Lenin's conviction that Europe was about to experience widespread revolutions. 
The relevance is that in the early years of the First World War Lènin 
gradually came to the conclusion that the centralisation of production and 
the socialisation of labour had reached the predicted pointo In bis book 
'Imperialism: the Highest Stage of Capitalism' written in 1916 Lenin argued 
that capitalism had reached a new stâgè of:·dévélopment, durihg which wars 
over the acquisition of colonies were inevitableo (22) In this era capitalism 
displayed all the signs of approaching its end in exactly the manner Marx had 
described, and for exactly the reasons which Marx had described, namely the 
concentration of production and the socialisation of labour reaching extreme 
degrees of development. 

According to Lenin, the era in which he was living was characterised by the 
transformation of capitalism from an essentially coQpetitive method of production 
into a non-competitive monopolistic method. In·other words the process which : 
Marx had described of one capitalist killing off many competitors hag gone so 
far that the few remaining enterprises could easily corne toan agreement and. 
carve up the markets. As he puts it: 

• ••• at a certain stage of its development concentration itself, as it were, 
leads straight to monopoly, for a score or so of giant enterprises can easily 
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·. ·arlt'ive ·a·t an agreement, and on the other hand , the hindrance to competition, 
the tendency towards monopoly, arises from the hÙge size of the enterpriseso 
This transformation of competition into monopoly is one of the most important - 
if not the most important - phenomena of modern capitalist economyooo1 (23) 

There were, he argued, two interlinked processes going on both of which lead 
to the sarne end. Whilst competition was drivîng some capitalists out of business 
what we would now call the economies of scale were operating to ensu~e that 
only the largest enterprises wère able to competeo The net result was the 
esta.blishment of monopolies in all the vital areas of the economy. The owners 
of these few giant firms had merged with the all important bankers to form 
a single group of finance capitalists who dominà.ted over aoc i.e ty , (24) Thus· 
in Germany, for example, a handful of financiers were the real gov'erncirs of 
societyo According to Lenin: 

1Germany is governed by not more than three·hundred magnates of capital, and 
the number is constantly diminishingo1 (25) 

It is important to take what he says àt face valueo This is not meant to be 
an exaggeration nor is it a predicticino It is a statement of what already existso 
He believed thà.t in Germany things had reached such a pitch that the economië 
iife of 66 million people wa.s being directed and organised from one centreo (26) 
In all the advanced countries a similar state of affairs existed and: 

ooo a handful of monopolists subordinate to their will all the operations, 
both commercial and industrial, of the whole of capitalist societyo1 (27) 

Since this controlling group was so srnall in number it was possible, he thought, ~ 
~or it to plan and become organisedo But Lenin believed that one of the 
characteristic features of capitalism was that it was not organised, it was ~ 
in fact the very opposite - capitalism was the anarchy of production. Hence the 
new era, the imperialist era, had certain features which were essentially non.:. 
capitalisto He himself highlighteà this-apparent contradiction whenhe wrote: 

'Free competition is the basic fea.ture of capitalism, and of commodity production 
generally; monopoly is the exact opposite of free compétition, but we have seen 
the latter being transformed into monopbly before our eyesooo1 (28) 

If monopoly capitalism lacks the basic feature of capitalism then it must, 
a.ccording to Lenin, contain certain features.typical of a new social systemo 
'As he put it: · · 

1ooothe old capitalism; the capitalism of free competition with its indispensable 
regulator, the Stock Exchange, is paséing away.A new·cap1talism has corne to 
take its place, bearing obvious features of somethirtg transient, a mixture of 
free competition and monopolyo The question naturally arises: into what is the new 
capi talism "deveâcpi.ng"? ' ( 29) · 

His answer was that capitalism was, of itself, developing all the most 
important economic requirements for socialism. The capitalists were being 
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forced to organise and to plan on a national level, production had become 
socialised to a·very high dgree, only private expropriation held us back from 
the transition to socialism. Lenin stated that: 

•Capitalism in its imperialist stage leads directly to the most comprehensive 
socialisation of production; it, so to speak, drags the capitalists against 
their will and consciousness, into some sort of a new social order, a transitional 
one from·complete free competition to complete socialisationo·• (30) 

In other words Lenin thought that capitalism had reached its limits and it was 
for this reason that revolution in the advanced countries was imminent. 
Production was no longer the concern of isolated capitalists competing against 
eâ.ch other in an 1anarchic1 way. It was conducted on a· massive planned s:ca:le 
by well or-gan'i.aëd'<wot-ker-s , However ownership still rested in the hands of a 
few financiers. Their ownership was an anachronism which would soon be end'ed , 
He does not speak of the desirability of removing private ownership, he says 
rather that it inevitably will be removed because the property relations no 
longer correspond to the stage of development which the productive forces have 
reached. According to Lenin: 

- - 

'When a big enterprise assumes gigantic proportions, and, on the basis of an 
exact computation of mass data, organises according to plan the supply of 
primary raw materials to the extent of two-thirds, or three-fourths, of all 
that is necessary for tens of.millions of people; when the raw materials are 
transported in a systematic and organised manner to the nost suitable places 
of production, sometimes situated hundreds of thousands of miles from each 
other; when a single centre directs all the consecutive stages of processing 
the materials right up to the manufacture of numerous varieties of finished . 
articles; when these products are distributed according to a single plan among 
tens of hundreds of millions of customers o•• then it becomes evident that 
we have socialisation of production, and not mere "interlocking"; that 
private economic and private property relations constitute a shell which no 
longer fits its contents, a shell which must inevitably decay if its removal 
is artificially delayed, a shell which may remain in astate of decay for a 
fairly long period ••• but which will inevitably be removed.' (31) 

This is an important forgotten passage of Lenin I s; for what he is describing 
here is the economic apparatus which he thought to be typical of both advanced 
monopoly capitalism and socialism. Socialism is, for Lenin, planned capitalism 
with the private ownership removed. Capitalism has, in his opinion, provided 
a complete material preparation for socialism, has brought us to the stage where 
we are teeterihg on the brink of socialism, and hcs reached its own last stage 
or'"developmerit. In his own words 1capitalism is ending its development' (32) 
and it is doing so because _it has created the mechanism for socialism within 
itself in the form of the big banks and the trusts - the organisations which 
by carving up markets and controlling investments have created order out of the 
anarchy of production. These organisations will therefore be the core of 
the new society. Without them socialism would be impossible, with them it 
is inevitable, he believed~ He wrote that: 

1Capitalism has created an accounting apparatus in the shape of the banks, 



syndièates,· postal aerv ice , consumers' societies, and office employees' unions. 
Without the big banks socialism would be impossibleo 

The .big banks ~ the "state apparatus" which we ~ to bring about socialism, 
and wl:i.ich we take ready made from capitalism; our task is rrierely to lop off 

. ~hat capitalistically mutilates this excellent appar-atus , to make it ~ 
bigger, even more democratic, even more comprehensive. Qtiantity will be 
transformed into qualityo A single State Bank, the biggest of the big, with 
branches in every rural district, in.every factory, will constitute as much 
as nine-tenths· of the socialist-apparatûs.o This will be country-wide book 
keeping, cè>untry-wide accounting of the production and distribution of goods, 
this will be, so ta speak, somethirig in the nature of the skeleton of socialist 
society.' (33) · 

This passage contains some exceptional statementso We are told that the banks · 
are nine-tenths of the socialist apparatus. All that is required is to seize · 
the banks from the hand f'u'L ·of financiers who own them,. unify .. them, increase 
this single bank in size and, 1Bob1s your Uncle', you have your bàSic socialist 
apparatuso We are told that quantity will be transformed into quâlityo In other 
words if we aim to establish wider and wider control by an enormous bank then 
in so~e m1;1-gical1way:the 'bank will be trà.nsformed from an instrument of oppression 
into an instrument bf liberationo We are further told that the bank will be · 
made 'even môrë d~moc:tatic' nàt 'made democ:ratic' as we might expect but made' 
even more·so~ ':Ibis me~s _that the banks, as they exist under capitalism are· 
in sômè way'êi.emocratic, a diff1cult statementto comprehend but no doubt 
reassuring to, those who work for Barclay·s or Nato West. Finally we.are told' 
that·the·singlè $ta.té Bank wili provide country:..wide accounting and control of 
production a~~ d~str_ibÙtidn. of goods o We c1?,I1· ~nly. do~cl11de. that worke~s'. contr_ol e 
and account i.ng wi.Ll, take place through the. mecharri.am of· this bank , This Lndeed 
proves to be Lend.n+s opi.ni.on, Accor-ddng to him, the 'banks and the trusts (which A 
are, r emember , iriextricably linked) are the mecharriam via wh i.ch the proletariat W 
will exercise its dictatorshipo Thus· he gives as an example of the socialist 
economic system the postal service, saying; . 

'A witty German Socîal-Democrat of the seventies of the last century called 
the postal service an example_ ?f the socialist economic systemo This is very 
true. At present the. postal service is a bus~ness organised on the lines of 
a state-capitalist monopoly.'Imp!;lria;t.isrir it3 gra<iually transforming all trusts 
into organisations of a sim·:îiar typ~, in which s tand Ing over the "common" 
people, who are over-worked and stahieâ.·, one has the same bourgeois bureaucracy. 
But the mechanism of social 'management is already ·to hand , Once we have over-thr-own 
the capitalists, crushed thé resistanèe of.these expl6iters with the iron 
hand of the a.rmed workers; and smashed the bureaucratie machine of the modern 
state, we sha.11 have a splendidly-equippèd mêchani~m, freed from the "parasite", 
a mechanism which can very"welÏ.be set going by the·united workers themselves, 
who will hire technicians, forementand accounta.nts, ruid pay them all, as 
indeed ill "at a te" of fic ià.ls in gencral, . workmen I s wages O -- 

To organise the whole economy on the lines·of the postal service so that the 
techniciap.s, foremen and accountants, as we.11 as all officials, shall receive 
salaries no higher than· a workrnan!s·wage' ,· all under the control and leadership 
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of the armed proletariat - this is our irnmediate aim. This is the state and 
this is the economic foundation we needo1 (34) 

Here we finally get to grips with Lenin's conception of what the future economy 
was supposed to look likeo The economic structure was to be strikingly similar 
to capitalism. The trusts and the banks would remaino The sole changes which 
these splendidly equipped mechanisms were to undergo would be that they would 
be made bigger and therefore better and they would be under the control of 
the armed proletariato ·The imrnediate aim of the proletariat on coming to power 
would.be to extend the control of the ·banks over the economy, to increase 
the size and number of the trusts and to use them both for ·the benefit of 
everyone instead of for their oppressiono The vital question of the day 
would become: 

• ••• the expropriation of the capitalists, the conversion of all citizens into 
workers and other employees of one huge 11syndicate11 - the ·whole state - and· 
the complete subordination of the entire work of this syndicate to a genuinely 
democratic state, the state of the Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies.•(35) 

The syndicates which had previously oppressed and trodden down the niasses 
become under Soviet rule the means for their salvationo Under capitalism the 
trusts bring in. their wake intense miseries, the list of which seems endless. 
In thei_r unavoâdab'Le search for places where capital can be profi tably· invested 
and in their drive to monopolise the sources of raw materials, the financiers 
have, according to Lenin, divided up the world amongst themselves, seizing and 
enslaving immense-colonies. (36) But, as the relative strengths of the financiers 
in various countries changes (37) the strongor countries strive to take the 
colonies of the- weaker. Inevitably this leads to war. (38) In the new era of 
capitalism peace is just an interval in periods between wars and all the misery 
they bringo (39) The masses remain 1half-starved and poverty-stricken' C.40) 
in spite of the amazing technical progress which capitalism undergoes in its 
imperia,list era , The power of the state and i ts burden increases, for the · 
trusts create more and more monopolies which are protected and extended by the 
state until eventually the state becomes indistinguishable from the trusts it 
fosters. Capitalism becornes state capitalism.(41), the exploitation of the 
working people increases, reaction and military despotism grow, profits 
increase at the expense of everyone bar the small group of financiers.who 
control the state. All this, Lenin believed, results from the new conditions 
of monopoly capitalism and the increased_control of production by the state. 
But once state power passes to the proletariat, Lenin thought, these very 
condit1ons become an assurance tha~ exploitation will be destroyed for evero 
Lenin described the transformation as follows: 

•Under private ownership of the means of production, all these steps towards 
greater monopolisation and control ov.er production· by ' the state are· inevita.b;t.y 
accompanied by intensified exploitation of the working people, by an increase 
in oppression; it becomes more difficult to resist the exploiters, and 
reaction and military despotism grow. At the same time these steps inevitably 
lead to a tremencfous growth in the profits of the big capi talists at the 
expense of sll other sections of the populationo The working people for decades 
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to come are forced to pay tribu te to the. capi talists in the form of interest . 
payments on war loans running into thoùsands of millions. But with private · 
ownership of the means of production abolished and state power passing completely 
to the proletariat, these very conditions are a pledge of success for society's 
transformation that will do away with the. exploitation of man by man and ensure 
the well-being of everyone.1 (42) 

Now this is important. What was·once evil becomes the means for a salvation.· 
As soon as state power changes hands the value signs change and state capitalism 
becomes.a positive boon, according to Lenin~ In fact he defined socialism 
in relation to state c~pitalism: 

'For socia.lism is merely the next step forward from state-capit~list monopoly. 
Or, in other words, socialism is CTerely state capitalist monopoly which is 
made·to serve the interests of the whole .eo le and has to that extent ceased 
to be capitalist monopoly.1 3 

The movement of history itself was, Lenin thoÛght, dictating the need for this 
tratisformàt'i6rï'of state c·apitalist· nronopo.Ly+fr-om -a-means of intense oppression 
to their efficient servant. As he put it: 

1 ••• state capitalism is a compl~te material prepara.tion for socialism, the 
threshold of socialism, a rung on the ladder of h:i.story be tween which and 
the rung called socialism there are no immediate. runzs ," (1+4) 

This too is important. For Lenin .. history couLd be compar-ed · to a Ladd er- which 
had to be climbed. Each stage was higher than the Las t , Each s tage was a · A 
preparation for the next step and if this preparation was Lackâng" then the W 
next step could not be taken •. And once a certain stage had been reached : 
the next step for~ard could only lead. us to socialism. This stage had been e 
reached in the advanced countries. Lenin thought that there were no intermediate 
rungs between state capitalism and soçialism (hence any attempt to patch up his 
theory by proclaiming that new stages have been reachèd are in direct 
contradiction with Lenin's own convictions). Once capitalism had reached the 
stage of development lmown as state capi talism there cou Ld be only one way 
forward - socialism. But it was equally true that unless capitalism had created 
the necessary framework then socia.lism.was impossible. In the advanced èountries 
all the necessary ap:paratus - the big banks and the trusts - was already Ln . 
·existence. He,nce revolution was imminent there. However, in the backward countries 
it was a different story as these countries were not yet ready for soci~l:i.sm. 
And in Russia, whiyh was an intermediate country, half backwa.rd and half 
advanced, (45) one of.the prime tasks of the proletarian .government would .be 
to build up this essential apparatus , To do so in fact became an over-r id'ing · · 
ob jec tdve becauae. socialism is defined as being nothing more than state capâ talisr1 
wit~ .a worke.rs' state. (46) · 

Throughout 1917 Lenin was to stress the· importance of building up .and using 
the state capitalist apparatus. In April he put forward a aer-i es of measur ea · 
which would enhance the influence of the prol.etariat among the generaf population. 
These measures were: 1). the nationalisation of the land; 2). the .merging of· 
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all the banks into one and the establishment of a branch in every village; 
3). the nâtionalisation of the Sugar Mariufacturers Syndicate. The last two 
measures are clearly aimed at increasing the extent of statè capitalism. 
According to Lenin, if all these measures were put into effect and if aid was 
forthcoming from the workers of advanc ed Western Europe ( after the ·ou tbreak 
of their own revolution) then the tra.~sformation of Russia into a socio.list 
society·would be inevitable. (47) The potential for these meàsures alre~dy existed 
in Russia. For instance the sugar syndicate had developed i~to a single 
industrial organism on a national scale and had already been subject to state 
control under Tsarism. This syndicate would, Lenin argued, simply.pass into 
the hands of the proletarian government and be controlled by the workers and 
peasa..~ts. It would then be possible to lower the price of sugar. (48) The 
sugar industry was not the only example of monopoly cnpitalism in Russia and 
fher-e îcr-e not .tb.e only industry where state capi talism could be made to work 
for the proletariat. (49) Other large syndicates such as the coal andmetal 
syndicates ë6uld a.J.so be nationalised with ease. Where such syndicates did 
not exista conscious attempt was to be made to create large well organised 
nationalised ones. In October Lenin stated that: · · 

1Compul~ory syndicalisation i.e. compulsory amalgamation in associations under 
at.at ë cont.ro'l, - this is what capi taiism"has pr epar ed the way for' . this is what 
has been carried out in German-y by the Junkers' state, this is what can easily 
be carried out in Russia by the Soviets, by the proletarian dictàtorship, ari.d 
this is what wilF:t>rovide us with astate apparatus that will be universal, 
up-to-date and non-bureaucratie.' (50) · 

Lenin was thus proposing to rely on and to build up the organisational structure 
crented by capitalism itself in order to replace capitalism. Indeed in May 
1917 he went so far as to claim that: 

1 Control must be established over the banks, followed· by a fair tax on Lncomes, 
And nothf.ng moz-e t" (51) 

Given this attitude it is hardly surprising to find that after the October 
revolution Lenin continually stressed the need to extend the apparatus of 
state capital:i.sm. Indeed it wculd not be too much to say that developing the 
Russian economy in ·the direction of state capi talism _becarne his major con_cei·n. 
Obviously he still believed that this state capitalism would be under Soviet 
control. But, as hehad said in September 1917, an advanced political system 
was not enough ~- .wh.ç:1._t )las needed was an advanced aconomi,c system as well. 
Then he had wri tten: · 

'The revolution has resulted in Russia catching up with the advanced countries 
in a few morrtha, as far as her political system is concer-ned . 

But that Ls not enough , The war is inexorable;· it puts the. alternative· wî.th 
ruthless severity; either, -perish or overtake and outstrip the advanced courrtr Lee 
economically as well.' (52) 

Now that _the second revolution·was a reality·this is what he proceeded to aim for 
as a first priority. 
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According to Lenin, Russia in 1918 contained a great variety of socio-economic 
structures existing side by side. The economy contained all the following 
intermingled methods of production: 

•1)0 patriarchal, i.e. to a considerable extent natural, peasant farming; 
2)o small ·commodity production (this includes the majority of those peasants 
who sell their grain); 
3)o private capitalism; 
4)o socialismo1 (53) 

Thus within the vast boundaries of Russia there existed, he thought, near 
subsistence farming and highly sophisticated socialist methods of production. 
The term Socialist Soviet Republic implied, he said, the determination of 
Soviet power to achieve the transition to socialism, and not that the new 
economic system was already a socialist order. (54) The establishment of state 
capitalism would be a necessary step along the road to socialismo As he wrote 
in May 1918: 

1ooostate capitalism would be a step forward as compared with the present 
state of affairs in our Soviet Republico If in approximately six months' time 
state capitalism became established in our Republic, this would be a great 
success and a sure guarantee that within a year socialism will have gained 
a permanently firm hold and will have become invincible in our. country.' (55) 

Similarly he told a meeting in Apr.il 1918 that if state capitalism could be 
quickly achievcd then this would be a victoryo (56) It would be in his own 
words a 1salvation': 

'•oostate capitalism would be our salvation; if we had it in Russia, the 
transition to full socialism would be easy, would be within our grasp, because 
state capitalism is something centralised, calculated, controlled and socialised, 
and that is exactly what we lack;' (57) 

e 
e 

If state capitalism were to be· built in Russia, his argument ran, then it would 
have to be copied from the most advanced country in the world - Germany. In. 
a highly revealing passage written in May 1918 he said that: 

1While the revolutiori in Germany is still slow in "comi.ng forth", our task îs 
to study the state capitalism of the Germans, to spare no effort in copying 
it and not shrink from adopting dictatorial methods to hasten the copying 
of ito' (58) 

The sole difference between state capitalism under the dictatorship of the 
proletariat and the state capitalism of the.German financiers would be that a 
different class would be in control of the state, according to Lenin's theory. 
It is worth stressing again the words which Lenin stresses here, he believed 
that the importance of developing state capitalism was so great that there 
should be no shrinking away from adopting dictatorial methodso Yet he felt 
there would still be a difference between state capitalism subordinated to 
an imperialist state and state capitalism subordinated to a proletarian stateo 
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As he put it, in Germany: 

1o •• we have "the last word" in modern large-scale capitalist engineering 
and planned organisation, subordinated to Junker-bourgeois imperialism. 
Cross out the words in i talics* and in place of the mili tarist, Junker, 
bourgeois imperialist state put also a state, but of a different social , .. 
type, of a different class content - a Soviet state, that is, a proletarian 
state, and you will have the sum total of the conditions necessary for 
socialism.' (59) 

But what, we ar~ entitled to ask, will be the. differance betveen the two 
states when the proletariat ceases to control the Soviet state, becomes in fact 
controlled by it, and dictated to by it'? 

- e 

It is hardly surpr1s1ng that Russia has ended upas astate capitalist paradise 
when we discover that Lenin himself set out ta create state capitalism as 
his first priority. He thought state capitalism would undergo a transition 
after the revolution which would turn it for the first time into a humane 
method of production working for the people. But what was to be the difference 
between proletarian state capitalism and the bourgeois variety when the leader 
of the Soviet state began to complain, as he did, of a "~ania for meetings", (60) 
began to feel that the people were tired and needed leading and began to press 
for labour discipline'? What was to be the difference between proletarian and 
bourgeois state capitalism when the leader of the vanguard of the proletariat 
began once again.to complain that ordinary workers could not become socialists 
because they had to spend so much time working'? What was to ensure proletarian 
control over state capitalism when workers' control was replaced by Trade Union 
control'? And what was to be the differance between the dictatorship of the 
proletariat and the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie when power was seized and 
retained by a single party? 

In March 1918 Lenin informed the Bolshevik party that they must: 

• ••• stand at the head of the exhausted people who are wearily seeking a way 
out and lead them along the true path of labour discipline, along the path of 
co-ordinating the task of arguing at mass meetings about the conditions of 
work with the task of unquestioningly obeying the will of the Soviet leader, 
of the dictator during the work.1 (61) 

In June 1918 he informed the Trade Unions that: 

'It is understandable that among the broad masses of·,the toilers there are 
many (you know this particularly well; every one of you in the factories) 
who are not enlightened socialists and cannot be such because they have to 
slave in the factories and they have neither the time nor the opportunity 
to become socialists.1 (62) 

In July 1918 he told the 5th Congress of Soviets: 

• ••• the old workers' control is already antiquated, and the trade unions are 
becoming the embryos of administrative bodies for all industry.• (63) 

• Here underlined. 
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And in May 1918 he wro,te,: ... 
"' -~ - . . 

'Now power has been seized, r-e taâned and consolidated in the hands of a single 
party, the _party of the proletariaL.;-~' (64) 

Indeed it had but one could be forgiven for thinking ·that the party which had 
seized power was not the party of the proletariat when if suppresseà the uprising 
of Kronstadt_ wo~~e:cl?. (65), .,w.hen ·it gradually strangled criticism from within ~~~o~: ;~rt??T an1_··_w~~~~ Hs leader flatly ~n~::r.~c·ted"'thë pr·o~e~ru.-~-~~- ~~ e 
'Get down-to business all of you! You will have cppitalists beside you, 
including foreign .capitalists, concessionaries and leaseholderso They will 
squeeze profits out of you.amounting to hundreds percent; they will enrich 
themselves, operating alongside of youo Let themo Meanwhile you will learn 
fr.om them the business of- running the economy, and only when you do that will 
you be able to build up a comm,i.;nist republico1 (67) 

.. 
LeninMas too much of ,a9oqialist to simply drop all talk of the worker9 
even tuaLây running the. economy ~- He was too li ttle of one to allow them to . 
actually do so , ·It was to prove a dangerous fault. 

e 
e 



We began by asking why the Russian revolution went so badly wrong. No doubt 
a range of factors contibuted to this failure ar.1ong them the huge difficulties 
of building a socialist society in a backward eoonomy in a single country. · 
But what is 'disturbing is tha+ for so r!lo.ny 'rnoder-n ' socialists the search for 
an answer stops therè. They have their let out clause - the failure was due 
to special circumstances - nnd they fgel they can continue to hold to the 
theories of Lenin as though they were established truths. (1) What I hope 
I have shown in this pamphlet is that these theories themselves contributed 
in a very direct.and important way to the creation of the kind of society 
that now exists in Russia. Theory had a major impact on practice and the 
practice went horribly wrong. This is not, repeat not, to say that what happened 
in Russia was entirely due to the eroneous theories of the Bolsheviks. No on~ 
but a crude idealist would deny that economic circumstances played their part. 
What is particularly worrying is that so many people to this day deny that 
theory played any part in the faliure of the revolution. No one but a crude 
economic determinist ought to deny this. To fail to analyse and ruthlessly 
criticise the theories of those who led RÙssia down the path to Stalinism is 
the most crass short-sightedness which can only result - as indeed it has 
resulted in country after country - in the socialist movement repeating its 
old mistakes and ending up with ever new 1socialist'dictatorships to explain 
away. 

Having said that it does not mean that I feel we have to vilify Lenin as a person. 
It would be very easy to present an image of him as a supreme authoritarian; 
one has only to quote a few passages out of context and ignore several others 
and he is damned by his own mouth. Unfortunately such trickery neither convinces 
anyone nor gets to the heart of the matter. If Lenin had an incorrigibly 
dictatorial nature and it was this that had caused all the problems then matters 
would be simple - when the next revolution cornes along you simply choose yourself 
an honest leader wïth no such ambitions. Unfortunately revolution after 
revolution has been carried out in this century and all of them have failed 
to create a fundamentally different society. There mÜsÎ be a reason for this 
and the reason lies in the theory that guides the actions of the Leninist 
revolutionaries. 

Lenin was much more democrntic and even libertarian in his theories than he 
has often been given credit for. He was a firm believer in the merits of 
democracy in its 1proper1 place and commited to a form of workers' control. 
But to admit this is not to turn oneself into a Leninist. It is rather to 
realise the full danger of his ideas. They still have an attraction for many 
because they seem at first sight to corne so close to the truth. Democracy is 
advocated; but a centralised party remains. Workers' control is advocated; 
but it is to be restricted to checking and accounting whilst the workers 
learn to do more and in the meantime ••• The need for a healthy economy is 
stressed but everything is to be subordinated to the drive to build it up. 
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To grant that Lenin was a genuine soéialïst., in that he ·bel:i;eved in the meri ts 
of workers' control as he saw it, is not to be 'soft on Leninism' ît is ràther 
the opposite - it is to recognise the danger of socialists who to. this day 
(whilst they are quite genuine and sincere p,eople) are committed to the aame 
ideas. Partly as a. result -o:f Lenin's committment to sacrifice everything to 
ecènomic growth, partly as a result of his restricted definition of workers' 
control, partly as a result of his failure to see any possible divergence of 
interest between.-party and class (2) there grew up in Russia a prison for 
the workers instead of the proposed paradise. Latter day socialists would be 
well advised to take. note , to avoid even the most democratic centralised party, 
and to sacrifice everything (including, if necessary, econorilic growth) rather 
than sacrifice full workers' self~managemento As Lenin, himself, once said 
in.a lucid moment: 

'The liberation of the workers can be n.chieved only by the workers1 own 
efforts,o •• 1 (3) 

e 
e 
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CONCtUS!ON 
1. Forgetting that, as we saw earlier, Lenin believed world revolution to 
be an inevitability in the then near future so the failure of that revolution 
to occur, at the very least, calls his theories into question. 
2. As well as for a number of other reasons among which we must include the ~ 
lack of any real awareness amongst the Bolsheviks of the importance of the '11119' 
women's movement. 
3. c.w. Vol. 27, p. 491. e 
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While Lenin, is certainly dead , :· not, only does his physical présence. -linger- on 
( as supersti tious · peasants cross themselves while f~ling. past his floodli~, . 
mumified corpse in Red Square) but his ideas and the by-products of his 
actiç,ns .permeate the USSR- todey •. There, he is venezated alongside Marx, and .... 
accorded .the .kind of. -adulation Christ receives in other -counbrâee, The.:,.Russian 
political st_ructure à.nd.the id~0Ïogy-used.to bolster it axe directly rèiated 
to his work, · .. , 

There is another'.reason why we cannpt.ignore the USSR - Lenin's cr_eation, 
Its leaders· belÎeve,_.and it is widely accepted throughout the rest of the world, 
that i t is a so·cialist c .. ountry, Not only do many 'leftists' see the USSR as .• 
'thè first:Workers'.state' (.while .arguin~ themselves hoarse as to whether_ it 
is "degenerabed ", · '.deformed' or whatever) but many more - perhaps most - . 
'ordinary peopâe" _believe it is socialist or communist •. 

While the aame i .ordiria.i:y peoplè ~-- are horrified . by the persecution of di~siderits' 
the lack o.f. freèdom of :opinion, .. and the oyerwhelming _power of· the state 
bureaùcracy in the.USSR, mé!,lly leftists (self-proclaimed socialists) either 
maintain an. emba.rassed sile.nce on such issues, or· else accept that _something 
i~ wrong,, while deélaring their willingness to fight to def'end the ,'workers' 
s_tate~- shçiù4 ~t be attacked·by the \'?est. · .. ·. . .· 

F~1/ us , 'a$ 'so6ialists, the OSSR .musf be stud.ied, Its shor-tcomângs must be 
identÜ'ied, and exposed •. Âs libertarians .we balieve that any repression 'of 
workers in· the ·USSR should make us ask questions about the real living conten_t 
of this ' socialism' ~ as distinct from the theories wi th which i t eeeka to 
justify i tself. And. "sin ce Lènin was ùndoubtedly bobh man of action and 
theorist,1. and d;i.d m.os:t to shape the USSR in hl.s .own self-image and in. the 
i~ei .. of _his l;>eliefs' ,we m~~t: try -1:,o undezatand, him as well. 

... '" _ 

'l'o ·a.o .this leaa:s _illlill~dia te ly . to two other issues : Marx ( and Marxism), and 
. ~h~ p~9spe.c.ts f.or.' socialism.. today ~ . The main aim of. this pamphlet is to 
:èxaminè :·certain· aspecte of Leniri' s thinking in the light of several of his 
'key' pamphlets, Conclusions are dxawn in the process about Lenin's concept 
of ~o_piali13m, and about wh~t happened in tp,e .. USSR. 'l'.hese have important 
bearµigs 0~ thè issUE3i{ of Ma.;rx and the prospect,s for socâaââsm, In .. fact, we 
hope tha.t -our pamphkef _wil;L contribute · more. to the d)..scussion of the fµndain.e~tal 
naturê--of ;s'ocialism than: àrly of the rece:rit. 're-exëµllinations~ of Lenin and of 

. the Bolsheviks - anxâous _'as most of these are to salvage Lenin, as a 'h~r_<? -. ·.:· 
of socialism' • · · · · · · · · · 

Too many current "aesessnents ' of Lenân' stres$ .. ei the~·. th~t. he ~as. 'def eated. 
by events' (particuJ,arly by:tne_ ... 'decimation' of the 1-iorking. câaas., and by his 
own illness) or ihat ·J:ie had no··socialist ideal.s but was s:i.mply .an '1-~thoritaria.n, 
whose · only _intèrition _was -~~ :c:t'.~?-te· a. ruthless dictatorsnip. ·Ândy'·s .posi:tion. -. 
diff ers froin bath of the se, · He· argues tha t even had circuinstances bëen · œttë·r· - 
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(the working class stronger, the Civil War and intervention less damaging), 
and that even had Lenin lived longer, the kind of society that emerged would 
not have been fundamentally different from the USSR of today. On the.other 
·hand, it is not simply the authoritarian aspects of Lenin's character and 
thinking which 'created a prison for the workers instead of the propoeed 
para.dise'. His beliefs and convictions, translated into action, woulded the. 
BolshevJ~ Partyr· Md_ th~ Parly, almos~ inevitablr, was ·to be t~.e ~id.wife of. 
a sbciet! in it$ own imàge ~ ·. . · 

In. fact,, . Andy. arguès, Leniri. I 8 views wèr~ sometimes more li bertarian than he 
is' gfhm èredi t f Ôr ~ ( Tl;lis. is a vi~'\'f no't . a~l. in Soiida:dty would share ,. and 
thé .·p:èatface: will la ter give a diffèrent einphasis). Even if wé believe that 
Lenin wanted mass participation in a form of planning and decision~niaking, 
it can_ beJ_arg1:,1ed. ~hat had ttiis happen~d (whatever the reasons why_,_it didn't), 

. the USSR·would still not.be on the way to socialism, beèause the kind of decisions 
·workers.were being asked (allowed?) to make, the 'model1 of 'socialism' beirig. 
aimed at fell short of what was needed for a radical:break from capitalism. 
In:other:words·'- and this is ·crucial ... the fundamerrta.lTea'turee .. of capitalism 
were retained by Lenin a.nd.still exist in the ·ussR: exploitation througn wa,ge, 
labour, and rule by a bureaucratie class through a powezf'u'L state appara'tus , 
All the repression and inequalities we s~e so qlearly in t}:le_ VSSR. today.ste!Jl 
from'these facts. rr we accept this ït should corne as no surprâse to learn · 
that tlwre are serious probléms of labour turnover and abserrteeâan in $ov1et . 
industry - ieading to the' formulation of ha;rsh 'anti-parasite~. làws; or that 
prqblems wlµ.c}i are usually seen as spin-offs from c'apitalist cônipetition .(such 
as poliütion) are ·rife. ·To us this t.oc is èrucial since therè is a wiq.espread 
misconception which equates state control, nationalisation and central planning 
with soc~alism. Marx and.Engels repeatedly r~commend these meqeures, and many 
'communists·· see' th~m ·as: pa,rt df a .transitional stage, as a méane ,to an, 'end •. 
~o u_s,~ the -~ru.ig~r of the .n:ieanS bécoming the end is vividly illustrated ·by the 
impa:ct 'of Bolshev.ik Ldeas 'on develdpments in Russia aftQr 1917 ( see . the .. · 
Solida.rity p~~let · iFrOm Bolshevism to the Bureaucra9Z_') ~ · · · - 

e 
e 

A typicâl statement by Lenin concern1.ng the _Bolshevil{ 'programme' prodlai~s 
'the proletariat must first overthrow the bourgeoisie and ·win for itself state 
power, and then use that state power, that is the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
as an inst;rÛMÈmt of its class for the purpose of winning the sympathy of the 
majority_of the working people'. Only then, Lenin argues in State and Revolution, 
wil~,. statë power no longer be. necessary. · · 

Several points clearly stand out from this .kând of ·statement: a). the e_litist 
distinction drawn. by Lenîn.between.the 'proleta+iat' a~4 the 'majority of·the 
wo*kêrs·' .(On1y Lenân :ano.. t}1e Bo Lshevâks knEjlw whicll pèiitical tendency 'truly' 
reÎresenteq. 'the prolet~iât'); _b). the way the.Bolsheviks justified-,the:ir 
refueal :to recognise the ·anti-Bolshevik and therefore 'anti-prole~arian.' ._verdict 
of the masses in the elections to the Constituent Assembly - which they promptly 
dâabanded , CB:,lling for power .to the {then Bolshevik-dominated) Sov.iets. T..- Cli.ff, 
:incidentally shares the ~olshevik' s ar:r::ogance w.hen he wri tes of .this. spi.eode, ': : 
'The Bo.Lshevâks had tq 'decâde whether e1ections to the Constituent Assemb1y. ;-·· . 
-shoutd be allow:e4',.!:; c), :t,he. beginning of a process, where taking state ,power . 
in the name of _ttle _prol~taz'.iat ( wno w6uld then 'win oyer' the majority · .of·. · 
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working people) paves the way for exercising power~ the proletariat. 
(What règime in history, haying taken p~w~r, has ever proceeded to hand it 
back ~o the _people?). · 

It should therefore corne as no surprise that within months of the October 
Revolution, and bef ore the Ci vil War t.ook hold ( in May 1918) Len:i.n was . arguit1g 
tha t the USSR needed 'state capitalism'. 'We, the party of the proletariat, 
have no .other way of acquiring the ability to organise large-scale production 
on·'trust lines, as trusts are organised, except by acquiring it from first 
class capitalist experts'. (See Lenin's Collected Works Vol. 27, p350). 

By April 1918 Lenin was arguing 'We must raise the question of piece-work and 
apply and test it in practice ••• we must organise in Russia the study and 
teaching of the Taylor system ••• the Revolution demands, in the interests of 
socialism, that the masses unguestioningly obey the single will (Lenin's · . 
emphasis) of the leaders of the labour process' etc. etc. The present pamphlet 
examines this view in detail. 

This'step back' to state capitalism ('the state management of private capitalism' 
in Cliff's definition) is blamed· by Cliff on the collapse of industry. imniediately 
after the Revolution. Solià.arity has documented in great detail the 'arguinetits 
that ragèd at the·time in the USSR over 'workers' control' - (see 'The Bolsheviks 
and Workers' Control') deinonstrating that the Bolsheviks were opposed all along 
to any ' self-management' by factories etc. \fuile not beli ttling the practical 
problems faced by the USSR in 1917-18, we would argu0 that the more important 
factors in the growth of state power (at the expense of workers' power) were~ 
a). Lenin's limited view of socialism as 'nothing but state capitalist monopoly 
made to benefit the whole people'; b). the Bolsheviks' obsession that they alone 
undèrstood the social and po+itical conditions, and that they alone represented 
the workers. Note for example the arrogance of the view (c.w.·-vo1-29~··.p .:559)·', 
'Thë.c}iôtatorship of the working class is being implemented by the Bolshevik. 
Party,·the party whièh as far back as 1905 and even earlier merged with the 
entire revolutionary proletariat.' 

These attitudes, and the hostile actions of the Bolsheviks (immediately after 
they had seized power) against anarchists and other socialist opponents; 
cannot be blamed on specific difficulties or 'circumstances' .••• A revolution 
is nota tea party~ Chaotic conditions were to be expected. Leninist ideology 
(forged of course in the extreme conditions of Tsarist repression but deemed 
profoundly relevant by Bolshevik parties even in advanced capitalist countries) 
deliberately created a gap between 'leaders'and 'led', between the Party and 
the people, between Commissàrs and workers. This inevitably started a vicious 
downward spiral: aloof treatment of workers led to suspicion and hostility. 
This in turn led to more authoritarian decrees, which led to open rebellio~. 
Meanwhile in an attempt·to control the situation, a highly centralised and 
repressive state apparatus was being built up. 

These tendencies were detected early on, by those sharp enough and brave enough 
to speak out. Trotsky and Rosa Luxemburg reacted strongly to the publication 
of 'What is to be Done?'. Trotsky, in ·'Our Political Tasks' wrote;. 'for the 
'social democratic jacobins', for the fearless rèpresentatives of the system of 



orga.nis~tional substitutinnalism, the immense so.cia~. and.politîcé;l task, 
the preparation of the class for the government of ~ne country,. is supplaz.ited 
by an orga.nisational technical taskr the preparation of the apparatus of power.' 
Rosa Luxemburg wrote: 'It is a mistake to be Lâeve that it is possible to, - 
substitute 'provisionally' the absolute-power of a Central Committee_ (a9ting. 
somehow by· 'tacit delegation') for the yet unreal:i.sable rule of the major.ity · 
of conscious workers.' Shortly bef.ore he_r death, in her a.nalysis of the Rusaâan 
Revolution she was to write: ~Freedom f~r the supporters of the goveriimërit .only, 
freedom for the members of. one party only; -is no freeçlom at all. Freedom is ·· 
always for the nan who th:inks differe'!ltl~ , ' (Trotsky' s own behaviour later, and 
Rosa' s iron grip on J?olis~ Social Democre.cy need nef detract us fr.:-m the 
percepti veness · of thei r ea.r ly insights) • · , ·· ... --~ · · · ... 

Despite the 'lebèrtarian' ring of State and Revolutian "' written on t~e eve 
of the 6ctol?er events - it is· worth str~ssing ·that once th_e bolsheviks· were in 
power they inunediately clamped down on non-Bolshevik revolutionaries ç:1nd 
i:;ocialists. 

As eai;-1.yas November io, 1917 the.Bolsheviks issuecl a decree cµr:tailing the 
freedom of the press. Among the journals suppressed were t~e Left Menshevik 
Rabochaya Gazeta·an~ the S.R. Dyelo Na.roda~ journals·as reflective of socialist 
op:i,.nion as. those of the Bcl.shevâka th9mse];.ves s >: 'mother vict:im of· Bolshevik 
censorship was -Novaya Zhizn, publis!'leq. by Lenin as foJ:'mer-·qolleague Ma.xim Gorki. 
In the.issue for November 21,. 1917 Gorki had .writt.en~ 1Lenin is not an all 
powerful magi-cian, but a deliberate juggler, who has no feeling for the lives 
or the honour of the proletariat .• _' .. 

Lenân had. already creat.ed a : ecret .: \polj,ce ·- the Ex:tcaordiü&.ry Commission for. e 
the ·:suppressicn of Counter·~Revolution und Sabotage (:Cheka) ~ T'.ois was. headed 

• by a .Polisli Landownez+n 2;0n J.ï'eliks Dsezzh.cnsky, T-he Cheka was given carte 'blanche f A 
includ.ing .the power of sunmary executâons , t;o deaL 1-;i th 'counter-revolutiona:ries' W 
i.e. wi th anyone who opposed the Bo'lahevâka , It, set aboirs i ts work · wi th a will ~ 
Among the aarliest victims of the Cheka were th') Fussian a.narchists who, in 
the spring of 1918 hzd been foI'!l',ing their osn def'encs f.T'.JU:ps r thf3 Black -Guards. 
On April 12, 1918. th0 Che!~\-, :rélided 26 anaœchâs t csr.t:r-e~ in· Moscow-, killing or 
wounding: 40 ànarchist,s and ta.king 508 :prisoners : .. Sta.ted +he Petrograd anarchist 
~aper Burevestnik: · 'The Bolsheviks have lest their senses ,· Th$y have betrayed 
the proletariat and attacked the anarchists, They have joined the Black 
J:Iundrec!,_g~r.ierals and the ccun.ter-ravolutionary bourgeoiGie.' We ·disagree with 
the Petrograd anarchists thc.t these actions were a :prodnct of 'loss of senses' 
by the~Bolsheviks •• on· the ccrrbrary , they were perfec-1:.ly consistent with thé .. 
Bolsheyi.k way of thinking. . . . . 

.Again, ·.te"nin's dutiful follow~rs (e.g. T .• Cliff) maintain that·circumstances - 
or 'fate' even~ - prevented L~nin from being as tolerant as he wo~ld·have 
wished. The Const:i.tuent Acser.folyp we aze told, was in danger- of becoming a 

. T;ha.ndwagon.' .. that: all sorts of .' reaçtiona:r;ies • would. jv.mp crrto, To avoid . .rthis ·.· 
'danger the obviot.s t.hin6 to do. was to close. it down , Tlüs despi'te··the·:·pa.rtieipation 
in the voting of over l}D millfon people: of WhOJTI around 17' million voted fê>r . ·. 
the SRs, against 10_ mi~lion for the _Bolsheviks • .vle w.ouJ.d argue that Ienân may · · 
have thought he was libertarian at heazrb] he may even have ~}:L"ld,!:2; libertarian 
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(at times!); but both his psychology .and his philosophy were such that in 
practice he could not allow anyone but himself and his Party to· 'lead the 
way'. When he did encourage 'the masses' to make decisièns, these would always 
be within a wider structure which he controlledu 

:Evidence of Lenin-'s deep-œoo'ted .elitism is to be clearly seen in the v~ry 
Language he used , and the way he argued , , His wri ting is shot through wi th . 
arroganQ.ê.,. and with hierarchical notions and turns of phrase. Open a work by 
Lenin at random , -and these are the sort of expressions you will find: · 'we must 
not degrade social-democratic poli tics to the lev~ of ••• ' , 'EE,im:î, tve methods' , 
'an organisation led by the real political leaders', 'pitiful idealist nonsense', 
'sheer ignorance', 'how can people having a sound mind and a good memory assert 
that' etc, etc. All this is surely only the verbal manifestation of how hè saw 
and treated.othèr people. 

Another typical attitude is to see anyone who clisagrees with him as not simply 
mistaken, but as having gone over to the opposition~ as 'bourgeois'. This 'black 
and white' approach was of course to be emulated by Stalin, Mao, Trotsky and. 
countless-cé3.!Jlp~fo1lowers. Millions of 'class-traitors' have been disgraced, ·or - 
more conveniently - eliminated, as a result of this ki~d of thinking. What 
èffect ,cari itpossibly have on a communist leader to know that his/her actual 

,historical existence will later be denied if he/she takes the 'wrong path'? 
Even tod:ay, Trotsky-and many of the old Bolsheviks are not acknowledged in the 
USSR as havingplayed any real part in the Revolution. 

It will bè seen from all this that 'particular circumstances' and th~ 'twists of 
fate' only·exacerbated and intensified a repressive process which was already 
taking place.· The real roots of these developments ware in Lenin's philosophy - 
and in bis psychological make~up. 

At this point the .cr:y is sure to go up: 'But Lenin was a Marxist, and Marxism 
is a philosophy of liberation~'The philosohpy can't be blamed for repression and 
persecution! Putting aside the view that Lenin combined Marxism with a 'voluntarism 
derived· from Russian revolutiona:cy traditions (since t11is is adeqµately dealt with 
in Rolf Theen's book 'Lenin') there are several aspects of Lenin's treatment of 
Marxism which we would see as respoilsible for the events b 1917 and aft13r. 

Lenin was never ·vècy: choosy in·· bis selection of the means to achieve a particular 
end - he would. rationalise bis actions in the name of ~he 'dialectic'. For 
example, he would talk of using state to abolis.h the state. T. Cliff obliges 
us witb an excellent statement of this ('Lenin' Vol 3 p. 110-111): 'Lenin knew, 
like Marx and Engels before hâm, that the means cannot perfectly prefigure the 
end, that there must be a contradiction between means and ends, between the 

·dictatorship of the proletariat and fully fledged ·socialism1 or communism ••• 
Howevër, with all the diversion of means from ends, unless there is a central 
core connecting them, the means will not lead tc,the supposGd end.' This sounds 
a 'Marxist' way of thinking, · and I' 11 leave i t to Marxists to argue whether i t 
is or not! The problem for us is how do we identify whiçh part of the means- 
is in c.ôntradict:i:on witli thë.énd? And which part will prove.to be the 'central 
core' that we'll end up with? As far as Lenin goes, this'dialectic' enabled him 
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to do the opposite of what people wanted, but t_o convânce. them that- it would lead 
to what they' did want. This is no more than Orw.ell's 'doublethink' :.. a manipulative 
trick ùsed ti~à.nd time again by skillful politicia.ns. · ·· ·· 

Then there is the view of socialism as a 'book-keeping and accounting' exercise, 
the stress on 'productivity and growth'. T}'_lis, too, .can be traced -to Marx - .. who 
af'ter all was a·product of·his times •. But again the problem is: what were ·the 
practical conseguences of this view? Ànd the answer: workers· .were used, treaied 
as means to ends outside of themselves ('building up the national· eebnëmy, shoring 
up a rotten parasitic bureaucr~cy) just as under capitalis~. · · .. 

We've mentioned Lenin's post-revolutionai:y enthusiasm for o~e-man management, e 
Taylorism and 'labour discipline', and bis determination to· subordinate factory 
commi ttees and unions to the 'paij;y tha.t represented the total, his'torical interests 
of the proletariat' (Cliff). It is amusing to see Cliff's balancing actas he 

.· des.cribes the Party' s domination of the unions, but argues 'the tzade unions must 
be able to defend the liv_ing standards of the workers ••• They. should be both 
independent of the. state and symbiotic with it' (tenin, Vol. 3, p.122~3)~ · 
Th_e negûected side of the coin of course was .. the reactâon of :the. workers themselves. 

ln :March' i9.l8, delegates from a number .of factories: (includ.ing\h.e fëimous Putilov 
plant which had been in the vanguard in October) met to d:iscu~s t}:le situation. 
The document they produced said: .'The factory cornmittees •.•. have pecome obedient 
tools of the Soviet govemment. The trade unions have lost.the4' a.utonomy and 
independence and no longer stage campaigns in defence of workers' rights, The 
Soviets • • • seem afraid of the workers; they are not allowing new elections·, 

.. they have. thrown up a wa'il. of armour around thems~lves. and turned ânt.o .meœe . 
-govèmment organisations which no longer express .the opinions of the work.ing· 
masses'. Delegates protested· against the muzzli.~g. of the press and the faci that e 
their demands for the re-election of factory cornmittees had been met with force, 
Many. cal+ed torthe creation of a,non-Party workers' organisation. e 

. . 
. ~n the summer of 1918 strikes broke out in Petrograd,'Rovno, Tuia, Minsk, Smolensk 
and.Saratov. In the .counbryaâde , peasants resisted the .. fe>~cible requisitioning 
.of.grain. The Bolsheviks replied with the machine guns:of.the Cheka. On August JOth 
1918, Fanya Ka.plan attempted to assassinate Lenin. The terror of the Bolsheviks 
had left the workers but one weapon - their own revolutionary violence, When in 
1919 a Congress of non-Party workers· was convened , the.·BoJsheviks prevented it 
being held by arresting -all the de legabea, · 

Finally there is yet another- more f1md.'amental aspect of Lenin.'s use ( cz-mâ.suse ) 
of Marxism~ This is his 'histor~cal materiali~m'. 

The· subtletiea·.of Marxist philosophy are not dw~lt on much by left groups today. 
Sadly, most discussion of this has become.utterly.remote .from most people. And 
when an attempt is made (eg. by the 'Workers' Revolutionary Party' in.their 
lectures on .. Trotsky and 'dialectica,1 ·œte·rtàlism') the. Lèninist version is trotted 
out (forgive the pun~). Most philosophers regard Lenin as-not .ha.ving·und~rstood 
.Marx' s philosophy, and certafnly as having ·contributed not]:ling t:o phi.Losophy · 
himself. This .of . course doesn' t worry the ~TRP, sânce in their .opdnâon all ' 
professional philosophërs are bourgeois· anyway,~ 
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Anton Pâ.nilekoeik's book "Lenân as Philosopher' deals with this que·stion in detail. 
If the wôrking ëlass is to -have a phâ.Loscphy · .to work · wi th (end wcr a t le.ast t.hink . 

::"(":':.·.: 'we -canriot do without) i t is importaht to I gè·t it right 1 
• The probleni 'lies : in two 

. 'dif'ferent interpretatioris of the notion o:t'!.Jnateria1ism•·. Len_i1:i' s·.·appr.~.~-ch (as·· · 1 

pounded out in 'Materialism and Empirio-Criticism' - great bed-time reading:) 
is tô 'see nlaterïalism 'as a science of knovâedge , a sci.entific·.philosophy, conf'ïzmed · 
by Tnatura1. sêience' · (i.e~ pnysics, chemistry· etc.) and just as :télia.bler·a.s a::.,. 
natu:ràl science. ,We are thus -movâng towards a more coraplete and m6:te 'accurate ' 
kriowiedge. ~of .. the. :.w:orld - iùcluding the· social· world. :The world, •O:l' nat"lµ"e:,. 
corisists -of 'matter.', which· éxists ândependent Ly of our .mânds , "Knôwledge -âs 
gained through our sënses which ref lect rea.li·ty, - making "copâea' or • images'; ' ' 
ôf objects. • . . ,-: . . . ·.r.. ' 

.. .. , . 

..::.~~ .. -~gunierit thât Lenin expounds 'is thafi, for the· màterialist, "sensatdon __ 4.!:!..P~tids 
. . on ~hé ··brad.n, nezves , retina etc_,, i.e;· 'on Iiiatter· organâàed in -a\4e:fj;nate: W;~Y..'.. ~ 
Henee ' oonecâousnese wi th out mat ter does no'b exist' and so . 'The existence of 
matter doës not dépend. on sensàtion.' 'Mat.ter is prâmary ", And "conecâcusnese -and 
sènsation' .. are· theref ore 'secondary' ,. · .. · : 

Leriin-··c-ontrasts.·this view with 'idealism' which, ·he says, claims tl').at·~9'bj.~~:ts· 
do not .. :'ëxist without the mând , or that (an .'agnostic' po·sition) 'to ·recognise. 
the existence of the human mind is to transcend the bounds of· experâence ' • r : • • 

The· .'-blaèk:and white'' approach ·is used agaân , and any.·.attémpt to explâin the nature 
.and :r:ela.tionship of 'mind' and 'matter' or. the :rieal world :fri any -o+hex way tha'.ri 
·the ·'materialist' is dismissed·-as 'ide·alisni··- and the·refore·a tool of bourgèois 
.coneervatâen, rel:i.gTon'etc.·· ., or _else: tt· -5:.s 'pitiful nonsense', I Apart from these 
two dia.metrically opposed . methods (vâz , materialism and .:idea],ism - as he has 
def ined them}. • • • "there can be no third method' . These are ' two irreconcilable 

. -fundamen:ta.1 .trends in phâ.Loaophy'", · · 

·Apart from distarting his opponents' vie'W's~ as Pannekoek points out, what Lenin 
is doing, is ·t·o. reduoe· the· real · world to 'ma.tter' • Mirid, concepts, Ldeas , energy 
etc. are merely forms of matter. Thinking is a process akin to a mirror (or a . 
ca.mera:for Cde. ,Healy} taking in and' reflecting 'objective· reality' ~ M?1,tter is · 
primary,· conecâousneas secondary; Moreover;···thè- future of: mankând is ~ 
soinehow·.'written• in nature", Contradictions: 'èXis·t in: the, vèry stuff of which wè 
are made. : "Th~se cont-r.adictions work themse1ves out dia.le Gtiçally, etc,. _.etc. 

···;·.--. ' .•, 

But a diff.~rent 'materialist• approach èan be t~ken, which doeàn+t 'produce such 
weird results, and which is surely what Marx meant: here the 'material world'. 
embraces our mental activity, our ideas, etc., which are obviously not matter . 
in themselves, out which are capable·of 'beooming materiàl_force' ('Critiguë _of' 
Hegel'-s Philosophy of Right' - Marx). The essentdaâ, corrtzâbutâcn Marx .made was. 
B2!. to take part in the debate over ·which is ·.'most real ,., (or wh~ch is 'primary') 
matter or _mind. F'or N~ th~s _was. 'a 's:t;er~le.s p~e.ly. :theoretical· debabe s '·THe . · · 
dâspute .over the reali ty or non-reality of thinking ·!1iich is isolated from praotice 
is a .pur~ly scho].asti.c question' (Theses on Feuerbach}; Again,. 'one has the · ': 
f,eel.ing:_ -that Lenin, who quotes this passage himself\ didtP t understand it' ~ To · 
hj,m it .seemeq to have meant 'think and act at the same time and you 'will' ··be. _. 
alright!'). Ma.rx's mea.ning was surely that there uas a fundamental interreiatioti 



between thinking ·and· 'acting - .: a two-way · r.e1a ttonshi p. Ide as are · products ·of. · 
. social formations,: and 'are· in· 'a sénse themsè'ives' socâaâ formations;: capable. of 

· a.ffecting the '.world. Thus; ·people in- differsnt. soc.ial .câaaées terid to hold different 
views; and,they·~these-views to.~·on the world in their·own class ·int~rests. 

4 • ··, • • :·.: '( ., •.• ' , ••• ! . .~: . .. . . • . •, . ·•• . . ' , ... ~ : ·•. : . 

··.The ·beç.uty·of.'Pan,neko.ek's .anal;y'sis iif-'thà.t he· shows· how triese' two different · .. 
interpretations of •materi.alism' themselves correspond -to class positions •. The 
'middle,class·'·materialist·sees not only matter, but 'concepts,,natural laws·; .. 
and forces (e.g. ,electricity, gravity) ••• as an el,ement of nature itself··(our. 
emphasis)' , .. _which has been discovered -and brought to light, by scâence ", For Lenin, 
'ideas' are part of nature, wai tirig .to. be J.-lscovere.d. or 'proved' by · 's·cience' • 
For the revolutionary, the proletarian, 'historical rnaterialism' means thàt 'these e 
(.concepts, etc.) are formed out of the stuff of nature (but) prirnarily ••• the 
.creations .of:·the 111ental labour of man(our ëmpliasis)'·. or 'products- which ·creative 
mental-activity ·forms out ·of the substance .of ,_natural phenomena' (~annekoek~ p29). 

Lenin's materialism is dubbed 'middle-élass' by Pannekoek, who shows that it 
corresponds most closely to the materialism developed by the·bourgeoisie in its 
fight against the church and state in feudal Europe. The need to oppose religious 
and spiritua1•e:xplanati'ons of reality led to an emphasis on matter as opposed 
to spirit. Pannekoek shows how Lenin constantly equates his opponents' views 
with q·religious outlook. 

Lenin_,' t.oo , was participating in a struggle against the religious f'oundabâ.ons of 
:feudal Tsarism. ·in this he saw 'scientific' materialism as the best weapon. But, 
since natural science was the· product of the riBing bourgeoisie, a weapon forged 
-for~ use (enaQling it to defeat superstition and develop technology, industry 
and 'scientific' economics etc.) would be inadequate for the c'Laas which was bo a 
go beyond th~ new (scientific) divisions of labour, the new class divisions ..., 
of industrial capitlaism. Only a 'social science', argues Pannekoek, could do this. 
And this social science would have to see reality as a whole, to enable the ~ 
working clas.s to overcorne its alienation - from itself and from nature. Subsuming 
'mind' ~o 'matter' seems. to do this, but it has unwanted conaequences •. 

Lenin ~eerns to have half-grasped this need to 'synthesise', to overcome the . 
fragmentation of reality. But this came out in his obsession with ·~ trtit~' ,· 
and with centralisation, with controlling the 'whole-state', with 'the party' 
(the fact that a 'party' means a_'part' and _j,mplies the existence of other 'parts' 
didn't bother him ••• ). Above all, this attempt to grasp a philosophy to end all 
huma.n ills ironically produc~d a 'rnonolithic' outlook, which was itself to cause maror more ills. · · 

For the irnplied passivity of our minds' 'reflecting' objective ·reality cannot 
e:xplain â.ifferent reflections ·registered by.different people. ·A social approach 
would have led to looking at the class origins· of ideas~ But as Pannekoek points 
out 'nowhere Ln his .book ( 'Ma terialism, and .:Empirio-Cri ticism' ) do ·we find an 
attempt .at or a.trace of· such an understanding.' Lenin only knew that 'practice' 
produced 'truth.'-:.. prôvide,d you could quote Marx 'to 'back you up, All this cornes . 
dangerously close to saying that·if ·I succeed in·defeating others with different. 
ideas, then 'practice' has demonstrated .. the superiority·of my id~as. Machiavelli 
lives! 
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' ' 
Lastly~ this 'scientific'materialsim not only gives our psychologicar need for 
liberation the backing of apparently incontravertible 'science' it also enables 
us ·to,·dub:··.our opponerrbs ~un-scientif~c'; ~primitive', _etc. Couple. this iWith the 
"passâve" rolE;l allocated to minds in the achievement of ' .. und-erstand:ing'-, and 
we see how easy it was for the Bolsheviks to treat people as·.obJects just .as 
capi talism does - and moreover to justifz i t. · · · · · 

It is ·:.n<;,w qlaimed · that Leni:n, in .•his .. last months, :saw the way · the ::-uSSR wa-s -going - 
in .: pàrticu1a:i; the 'bureaucratisation'.-~· and began to fight it. (See M.Lewin: 
'Lenin's Last Struggle'), But Lenin's.proposals to'deal with the phenomer,iqn, 
as we might expect are purely organisational, and elitist (as Lewin admits). 
They.do not reverse the .. excessive centralisation, or give more .power to workers 
at the base. Lenin proposed merging the 'most authoritative.Party body' - the 
Central Control Commission - with astate body: the People's Commissariat for· 
Workers'.and, Peasants' Inspection (rua), This would, in Lenin's words, 'raise 
the ma to. an exceptional1y. high level • , • · giving it a· leadership·· with ·Central 
Conuni ttee rights etc. ' · (i,ewin , Appendix IX., and pp. 120-1). Iricidentally, the 
·Pèople's Commissar in charge of the rua from 1919 to 1922 was ••• Stalin. · 

• • • f • 

Lewin claims'that this elitismwas 'simply the·result of the situation:. of'S-oviet 
power at the beginning of 1923 ••• mèrely an expression of (Lenin's) adaptation 
to. a. situation in .. which the driving force of the regime was an elite.'. This, 
of coursa, doeen ' t: answèr a.."l.ything. Lenin, i t is ad.mi tt·ed. ·• f ailed····to ·~Ie-e· the 
danger'. of the tendenciei;; · ..... at the power summit.' Once again, the danger · · 
is assum~d to ·œ Stalin~ nev.er Lenin himself: We argue, on the contrary, that 
t.èriiri'é.elitism·was 'thorough and consistent. In our view, thé USSR today, where 

. 4.t~iq..emts .. a.re decla.red insane and striking workers shot down (Noyocherkassk, 
Dhiepré>Q.ier.zl:linsk) is a logi càl and inevi table outconie of Lenin • s .: :àolshevism, 
once it got the u~p~r ~and. · · 

Ian Pyl'.'.:i,e ... . 
A.A~ ·Raslcolnik.o.v 
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